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SFS: Tell meaOOut trecover~ot?,of yoo;.fredd~.~S~and

It's best not to be too moral. You cheat yourself
out of too much life. I'm above morality. If you
apply that to life, then you're bound to live it fully.
- Harold and Maude
Active trendsetters reinforces your savant-gardist
attitudes. - Fortune cookie -SIC
Be in a realm where neither good nor evil exists.
Both of them belong to the world of created
beings; in the presence of unity there is neither
command nor prohibition. - Abu Yazid Al-Bistami
It matters little where we spend the rest of our
days. The indians night will be dark. No bright
star shines on his horizons. The wind is sad. Fate
hunts the redman down wherever he goes, he will
hear the approaching steps of his destroyer, and
prepare to die like the wounded doe who hears
the steps of the hunter. - Cheif Seattle
Beyond a certain point there is no return. This
point has to be reached. - Franz Kafka
What does not destroy us , only makes us
stranger. - John Hawkins
If you haven't found the beginning , why ask
about the end? For where the beginning is, the
end is also . - Jesus
Every man's condition is a solution in hieroglyph
to those inquiries he would put forth . He acts it as
life before he apprehen ds it as truth . R.W.Emerson
liberty grows only when watered by the blood of tyrants. Barere

Perhaps everything that frightens us is, in it's deepest essence,
something helpless that wants our love. - Ranier Maria Rilke
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Since the premiere interview of this magazine, we
have had the blood of Shaolin streaming through our pages
and issues . From Sifu (Teacher) Jeff Hughes to Sifu
Raymond Fogg, we are diving deeper under the surface of
the Kung-Fu world to bring back ancient, shrouded secrets
to our readers . This is a story of inspiration about a man
that found wisdom within himself through being parentless,
homeless, gaunt and hungry, visiting the fringes of sanity
and deciding not to jump . He is a master of his art and is
largely responsible for the level that Kung-Fu has reached
in America today. There are countless stories that could not
be involved here, because the information can not be disclosed publicly, and due to space constraints. But I think
that what you are about to read is a good dose of information until his book is released. I believe that the reason he
was not consumed by his past is because he had a future,
to teach, whether it is college history or martial arts, he is
a natural. When you feel that your goal is unattainable and
your dreams are impossible, dig deep through your belongings, pull this magazine out and read about the fact that the
only limits that you live with, are the ones that you yourself
have created. The following interview was conducted in two
parts, at the East Texas Kung-Fu Exchange school in
Marshall Tx ., and in a room of the Austin Motel on 5.
Congress Ave.
Salt for Slugs: Where were you born?
Sifu Raymond Fogg: I was born in Washington D.C. at
D.C. General Hospital.
SFS: What were your living conditions like as a child
coming up in D.C?
Sifu Fogg: My living conditions were pretty rough . I
lived in numerous foster homes, orphanages, juvenile
detention centers, and a lot in the street, literally. I would
stay up all night at the bus station or walk the streets all
night, slept on many benches in the cold snow with tears
frozen to my face, eating out of garbage cans, hustlin', trying to make a living. It was pretty mean in the cold snow of
D.C.
SFS: How did you get the name Raymond?

Sifu Fogg: I was about eight years old, and I named
myself that. I went to court because I basically didn't have
a name . I had a nickname for a while, Kino, so I just sort of
put that as my middle name. My last name comes from my
grandmother who was married to a white guy named Fogg
and I got the name from him . My mother had me when she
was th irteen years old .
SFS: How did that come about, Kino? Does that have
a meaning?
Sifu Fogg: From what I understand, my real mother
left me with that nickname from a television series called
"Kino of the Jungle". It was like a Tarzan type flick, but I've
never seen it. I'm still waiting for the day I see it.
SFS: If I were a cop in D.C when you were a teen,
would I have been friend or foe?
Sifu Fogg: Well, that depends ... For the majority of
my life, you would have been the enemy, but I'll tell you
one awesome thing that I will never forget as long as I live .
When I was a kid as much as we hated and feared cops,
(because you didn't necessarily have to do anything, being
black during that time) with all the prejudices, being in the
wrong neighborhood, getting harassed, they were never
your friends, the cops . But I remember being on the
streets with nowhere to go, and I would walk the streets all
night when I was eight or nine years old. There was this one
white cop, and I say white because D.C. is like 90% black,

"The gangs now have more modern
weapons. Back then, it was chains,
knives, and little guns ... Back in
D.C. you had the Saints, which I
was the warlord of."
so we grew up with the "black" thing. He didn't want to turn
me in because I had some miserable situations in the
orphanage. They used to beat us with iron cords, but anyway, he didn't know what to do with me . So every time he
came on his shift, he would pick me up at like ten or eleven
at night, and let me sleep in the back of his squad car while
he did his shift. He would take me out for food and look out
for me . One night, he had me stand on his porch because
he was going out on a really dangerous call, and he didn't
want me with him . I'll never forget how I cried because he
never came back. He got killed. And I was stuck out again .
There have been a lot of miserable things, but some people have been nice along the way.
SFS: Were you ever part of a gang?
SiFu Fogg: Oh yeah, and there were some serious
fights back in the days. The gangs now have more modern
weapons . Back then it was chains, knives, and little guns,
with thousands of people in one gang. Back in D.C. you had
the Saints, which I was the warlord of. Then you had the
Rock Boys, the Marlboro SOO's, the Flaming Arrows, the
Controllers, the Professionals ... And all these gangs started from the police . The police started Boys Clubs in different neighborhoods and they would have night games playing basketball and the next thing you know they're all fight-
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ing. That's how they split off the city, according to the Boys at Howard University, for deprived kids to learn martial arts,
Clubs . It went · .· from there and built up into some fierce Tae Kwan Do and Judo . That's where I received my actual
stuff. Around
· e High School was Saints territory but first black belt. Then from there I ended up in several other
I ended up hav1
' go to school in Rock Boy territory. We styles of Karate as well as Tae Kwan Do, with Jhoon Rhee .
wore Peter's ja
to sigpJfY];what gang you were in. Ours Eventually, I started studying a lot of different arts.
·. g,'..Kfiew who you were with. It got
Ugh'. Russian Roulette was one
SFS: When did you begin actual Kung-Fu? Ah
..
und a table, each person would PL!~
Sifu Fogg: I got seriously into Kung-Fu aro~l8 1974,
the gun
' ead, pull the trigger, then pass it to the ) ... after the Marine Corps . I had done some Kungt!1fl i before
next g
, . ~!fl, have to get their head blown off '@tthat time, but the situation was like when I •+/if§' studying
each time, that's 'paffig~iffie initiation . If you got your head 1<!ow Gar where I was able to hustle up ~QpU§h' money that
blown off, you didn't maRe the gang.
VJoq!fl last me like three months, ~ Jfdrlin out of money
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Fu is not to hurt or maim,
so there is no comparison
between a gun and this art.
Kung-Fu is for mafi;~Jhings ... health, discipline, and other
things peside · s
If- · · ense . A lot of people have the
"I don't
"
it when I was young. I didn't
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S1F~ ~o~g : The only protests and marches we~e dur- Jfwo
corrieilnWand do .Horse !stance for the . duration of
ing the ciy11 ~1ghts movement. I was, of course, with th9p, cla , ......cUy§t w,~tch oth~(\p~QP1@1earn, pay,my tujtlon, and
Black Mans ~~¥ lopment Army under General Hassan a.µff then s • · · · · · · · · · !afterwards>The'Fe are very few schools like
t~e Black Muslt.;
ovement. As . far as the n:arches wtjen t . ''t no
Y
·
King came to
ton and various people like that.~: twas
·.·
ther ···.·
I di ·
· · ipate in the marches .
.Ail~
' wa.s the sc.ene Jike in martial arts during
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Sifu Fogg: ¥-2, I started . . ·
first Judo instruG(tor was Koreqgf

~:a%a~l~~~~h~g~k~~ !~~~flfia~~hy ha

Su

,a '. ouse in P.G;, for
the summer. They were from California ll\HE!Itook inferest in
me and started teaching me, and then (f).i~(familyAf¢88)1hie
to meet his instructor and we trained/ ? •w s.tea~thefe in
California at the Judo club . Then I .
· · · · · · · · r ogram
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lot of people Dad
love for it, so
ofked harder on their bwn;fAnd;\ of 'course, a lot of
:~fhero. I 5<aW~n~ -§t . Ys were real hardcore ahd
of'tn~r.n would liter1iL
.< rk. '. •.f· .T
!i ard . You
d
. ~to. . constantly
. .,l~g
, ,.,.,,..
'>.«. . . . .·.1g'hore you if you didn't WfJ
•w vvuw
(PVe yourself before they ;\.vqgtd even attef(lpt to talk to
'ou, especially the Chines~?i11~tructors. One of rf1y instruc·.· tors, Chiu Luen, would tea~n .@ u a few moves re~!(9~t and
then walk away from you,;iA~t:i if you forgot the rfiqve~rl'1e
wouldn't teach you anytt)jhg ,¢1se for a year. So, if ahything
you could never forget it,\Pftourse, we were lucky in some
ways in so much as sorije df our Si Hings (Older Kung-Fu
brothers) would help us ~f.ld /'¢,teach us behind his back.
·

some

SFS: You couldn't ju~\;.
"Teach me Kung-Fu ."
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with a check and say,

Sifu Fogg: No . The first sch~~l i\ went to when I really
became serious was the Seven Star Preying Mantis school
in D.C. which was run by Ron Burley. He was my Si Hing,
you might as well say my first SiFu in Seven Star. But, he
1

didn't consider himself a SiFu because he was learning in
New York and considered me his Kung-Fu brother, and
when I became good enough and he thought I was good
enough to go to New York with him, he allowed me to go.
SFS: Where in D.C. was his school?
Sifu Fogg: Eighteenth Street N.W., in the Adams
Morgan area .
SFS: In D.C., you came up with Kung-Fu Jo~, who
were some of your other Kung-Fu brothers of that time?
Sifu Fogg: Kung-Fu Joe was more or less my Kung-fu

he come to teach in the U.S.?
SiFu Fogg: Chan Poi was a fisherman . H~ basically
absconded from China and went to Hong Kong, and th~re
he worked off-shore and ended up swimming a great distance (after stowing away on a boat destined for the U.S.)
to the coast of New York. He worked as a chef in New York's
Chinatown, and when he realized the degree of Kung-Fu
that was going on there, he thought he was much better,
so he started to teach. Then I started training with him
because I saw him do a demonstration once and I was
impressed . Also, with Seven Star, Jao Gao, and qu~t~ a f~w
other systems, the style, (primarily what I spec1allz~ in)
which is Seven Star, is more of a fighting style and not that pretty. I would win
fighting in tournare ts, but I couldn't
necessarily win '
s. My forms
weren't re~ k flash A
ally joined
Wah Lum sd.( oul ...
. e flash in
there . Mast
h
s time had
rted a school
moved ft£;e
there arici '1.
and talked to him
about
··
im. H~ set up a
deal f
train, but
someth
ht and I
couldn't come up with the money
because it was very expensive . It was
another whole year . efore I actually
."Oh yea, you
made it there. He ·· ·
you no show.
call whq!e year ;
You no t9 tt \g) < ·· ng-Fu ."
SFS: Anihth
ter i . ·
cto f '"' d

temple in
of his top
n top of
' e of the
ones .
. . n better; or more
senior than me. I got to the
.·..·· where I was able to
match their skills at some things, and then of course, when
he started the temple in Florida, a lot of the top students
couldn't go, because they were teaching in other areas of
Massachusetts. So, he hand picked twelve people to come
as disciples . I was one of those ..PL , but I did not go .
Instead, I went to Texas to go to cd ······ . He didn't want me
to go to college. Then aft ;,I,, ~ni
in 1
I b~came
4
master instructor at the tr ··· · · · .~
I br ·
··· > with my
w.

w ...

idol when I first met him he was into Jao Gao, and later he
bec~me my business partner and my Sifu . I remember seeing him do Kung Fu and I was like "Wow", and it ~tuck with
me forever. I remember this one gym that I was in, a boxing gym, and I was in karate class in one corner of the gym
and Joe's Kung Fu class was in the other corner and during
my whole class I was staring over at them thinking how I
wanted to be over there .
SFS: What is the difference between Kung-Fu and
Karate?
SiFu Fogg: Ku ng-Fu is a Chinese art, and Karate is a
Japanese art, or som e would say, a Korean art. Karate is a
harder style that is like a short cut. It's like they take KungFu and remove a lot of it, like the training. They try to hurry
the accomplishment. Ku ng-Fu is derived from Shaolin
Monks, who were peaceful and Karate comes from the
Samauri, who was a killer.
SFS: How long does it take to be proficient in Kung-

Fu?
SiFu Fogg: It depends on the ind ividual and how hard
they work . Take for instance me, I've been doing it since
'62 , and I'm still not proficient. Kung-Fu is the ability to do
well and work hard . It's everything you do in life ... cooking,
sewing, whatever you do, do it well. That's life . It's the principles of the way you live your life, the yin and yang, and
the idea of living in harmony. Positive and negative are
charges of electricity that work together.
SFS: How did yo u connect with Chan Poi, and how did

8 A-/..t f o-;, 8 1..u'T~
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~;·d <•l!af5Jay from

SFS: I've heard that Chan P
that true?
SiFu Fogg: Yes,
softly, walking on .
them , standing on s

1
w

of windows and landing
lightbulbs without breaking
foam cups .
•••

SFS: Have you ever haq,..9p expe~!~n§~ where you
accepted the thought, "I am
SiFu Fogg: Sure, many ti '
service, Marine Corps. Ti
shot seven times in the
have been shot at. I had ...·•.·•·.

~$~~2~~~f~~::f~

· es in the
en I got
streets I
d Ali, and
-.... ·.. be at a
!;!.1,d
·.·· .· gete

and started beating on me, and Ali sh \
and grabbed a baseball bat, he didn't ·
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time, but we were friends ever since . We did it all, I remem ber driving crazy through the streets of D.C. in my Camaro
one night, and we smashed right through these big, gold
doors of th is club, right on to the dance floor! I have had
guns held to my head . I really thought I was going to die as
a child in the streets with no place to go and nothing to eat.
So there's been many times . More in the
streets than in war. If you're gung-ho in the
marine corps, you are not as predisposed
to the idea of death because it doesn't
matter. You die for your country, that's
your job . Some people count their days
before they get out, but not me. I loved
the Marine Corps . I would do anything for
my flag and my country.

Sifu Fogg: John Cheng was j ust a little child back
then . I had this gorgeous wife who I was madly in love with,
and to make a long story short, she left me for another guy.
I was hurt and very dysfunctional. I left town probably minutes after she left me, didn't even wait to see if she was
coming back . That's when I called John, it was time for

SFS: Were you ever captured in war?
SiFu Fogg: Aw man, I don't want to
talk about it.
you?

SFS: What was prison life like for

SiFu Fogg: (long pause) It was terrible . I guess I need to explain prison,
because I went to quite a few institutions .
Started off in juvenile detention centers
and then moved up to places such as
Cedar Knoll , Maple Glen, Oak Hill, Lorton.
You're from that area, you know all of
them . I did time in every one of them . I
think the thing I hated the most was the
role playing. I'm not really a mean guy, but when you walk
down the tib[Or something and somebqgy bumps into you,
you got to Ig[t5e them out. If they .take t pvantage of you,
t~e'>:' think Y)lp're 4.5gump . !hey're~ a
l ing you . I didn t like wa1~mg 9r9und holding m. . ....
to be all that.
But tha~'s W~f you did becaus
. . e they'd chump

~~~~t'.'J:~rr~l~~~~eg i~e~~~s~~~a~~ks K~,~~infh~yg~:~

bologna sandwiches, and I gave this guy my sandwich
because I d.idQJ "Vant to eat. And come ·nner time, I was
pretty hu1j~ry;~g~9ey bring out some s · jches again and
the guy coJXi§?iQP to me to get t'f:!Y .
. He thought I was
a chump b~~µse I gave it to him 5
e9nQ h~just figu red
all of my fbtj$!¥!as his food . Th~(~'s
?Y; §~Dff that folks do
in thos, ~ . ~lf) g~ '.'of. !jituations. I dlan'
....
ing to be hard
and havingl6hutt people all t
, } .crazy.
ww..

SFS: What was it that fin ·

yo~ fh

prison?

~j Fu Fogg: I went originally for Burglary II, and then of

cours~} I got iQ..¥ Mble while I was in the joint. I got in a big
fight1 ~ij ~ ~uyWai$ puffing the floors. ping his detail, and
anot!)gr guy
ffed the floor movin ·.· .·.·. chair, and he said
so rn~th\pg
'>~ and then he .· )
g · s boys . Then
t~eyJun:ie.~.~gQ ;}~~ dude an .
re,
dy to rape
him and J msfttlng t.here watching th . •. .
re was a lot of
excite~ent, and he was screamingg~ don't know, someth ing Just went off in me ansb!N!flrliped up and said, "You
want to rape somebody, rape4Tie!" Then to myself, I said,
'Oh shit !' (!?J!Shter) Anyway, I end~.~ up fig~ting these six
g~y~ and Q}\'\f. them real b~d. I~fid gRtf charged with
D1sfi~9[~rp:en~g And from there itJ .······· ' ot · .· ·.· . ~rand deep-

e~

·--

~J!~~~\gw~~;J;!;~,, v~d~~r~]

and appointed ~!rn Sifu, why did you le~ and what actually happened? ·
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class and I called and told him that the school was his! I was
only married for twenty-eight days. I came back years later
to pick up teaching John because I promised him I would
and if I make a promise, my word is my bond . I don't care .
I'll come back from wherever. I remember I was giving him
a test one time and he said all of a sudden, 'What do you
want me to do with all that money?' I sa id, 'What money?'
All that money he saved over all of those years from the
school, he had it in the bank for me . And I said, 'That's not
my money, that's your money. You worked for it. ' He was
only ten or eleven at the time that I left.
SFS: Who are some famous Kung Fu students of
yours?
SiFu Fogg: : Oh let me see ..... , Cynthia Rothrock, I
taught her for awhile, she started learning from her husband Bernie first, but whenever she knew of someone
good she sought them out to train with , so she would travel to D.C. and stay at my house . I also taught David Lee
Roth of Van Halen, and the drummer from Queen, Roger
Taylor. I taught all of these people in the name of Pui Chan
when I was instructor at his temple . David Lee Roth used to
do Wah Lum forms on stage that I taught him, and he used
to give me free tickets to the shows .
SFS: What happened during the time that you fired all
of your students and quit teaching?
SiFu Fogg: We took a long road t ri p.
SFS: Too long.
SiFu Fogg: Yeah, I usually don't have a problem with
it. You meet people and you think they are a certa in way,
and you would be surprised what they do after being
together all the time for three months, how bad it gets on
your nerves . We took a road trip every year, I would get all
of my students together starting in Texas and continuing
ac r~ss the U.S., Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia,
Florida, North Carolina, Virgin ia, D.C., all the way to New

8a.Lt r~" 8 L"''t~

York, and b~ Jhen we would have 17 or 18 cars; stopping
at various ~nools, and on this trip I couldn't believe it,
because us&8UY it's more like fam ily, it is a family, we travel, we share)iwe. work together. On this trip we would go to
students of mto¢.'.s houses. They would open up the door
to these guys andlth~~, gt,Jys would trash their houses . In
Florida we had sleepi n g •n~g~)Nith us for sleeping on the
floors or wherever there wasaUn:iited amount of beds, anct /
everyone was scrambling and figf)ting for the beds, 99gqft
the young kids got a bed, and?pne of the ()1.9$fH ~Dys
0

choose. .

SFS~ Why is your school called Kung-Fu exchange?
?i.FL Fogg: Basically, it was an idea I picked up from a

dan<;:¢fschool in D.C. called The Dance Exchange. I used to
danee, did ballet and all that stuff. At the school they had
adf~xchange of dance arts between dance students from
NYC and all over, exchanging different techniques and cho.·reography. A wide range including modern dance, Martha
Graham, ballet, jazz, tap, ballroom dancing. So I named my
1
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Orlando worked at Universal
would always get us free ticke..
stay at his house and I would d
I like to cook. Usually everyone
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s, pisney · ·

and
would
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~~rr~J ~~~l:~i ~~~~ ~~e:e ~~i~ug't~~ d~~es.

ied many of them trying to follow in Joe's footsteps, and
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"David Lee Roth used to do Wah
Lum forms on stage that I taught
him, and he used to give me free
tickets to the shows."

ii .

on my last nerve . I got back a lit
···· ry·' !?d1
them out, but a lot of them didn't
ck. I
was the only one to come back for alq '
come to class when no one else would .·
SFS: Is it true that you used
signs with your finger for fun?
SiFu Fogg:

Palm and diff
around thes l
ly nothing 'Co
use, which a

Manti;,F~a~

.···· . I
does that m~ai;L

tried to be an encyclopedia of Kung-Fu. But, I wasn't as
good as him to be able to retain all that. So I specialized in
Mantis and decided to stick with that as my main th ing.
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more to learn about that.
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energies, and life] force . You have meridians
th rough your body , and you breathe through your
wh ich is two inches below yoy r belly butto
direct you r chi through v
dsch~hri~\5'
SFS: What kind
r
·...·. . thwith the

/·

of~~pf:;i

· ·· · · · · ·• ·
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powers of internal stylesj ,;;ll\
m.
SiFu Fogg: A lot o(th~ tim
women are very goOJj
at internal styles. External alsp, btit they are more relaxed\
and can move a lot quicker, mot~ agile . I have had an experience with a woman teacher bQ th~ name of Bo Sim Mark
out of Boston . I have seen her [i.;l irE!~t her chi and hit you
while you ar~i hptd i ng a bag frorl) 9C.{pss the room . She is
excellent, ::;.J:J~?Jas one of the top lfiterpal masters in the US
for quite31Xf;f;jlle. Her son is a fam6Us movie star now, Dun
Yingf ?tJe d id a demo with sounds frd!Jl the internal systems that deal with the lungs, the spleen, the liver, they
vibrate certain organs in the body. &\.J t I V,,on't demonstrate
them right now.
j{
..
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SFS: Yes, please don't.
Si Fu Fogg: She

knock~d n:i.~i<JGoss the room with a

shri ll scream . This is part gf GhtGung. It is not meant fo r
only damaging people . lt'was actually developed for the
purpose of healing. I can use my ch i, and I can send it
through the palm of my hand into someone's body and help
them heal. It can be used for whatever purpose you

it

he\vsed td
in at Chuck Norris' school near L.A . This guy
want ed Chu to meet his Marine Corps combat instructor,
so I ii}et him
we did some sparring and I showed him
some ~bings an~pe tried to show me a few things, he was
ok I
he
the bomb .

aoq
gu~%s, wa~~~~
r;:~Jltj~~o~e;~~J;~~e~ot~~h~i~yb~~~n;e:~n~·~~~~i~~;
. . . dollar; ~.•. . •.hat did

you ·~. .•.·.·.·.o.. with

that place?

et it for me, I got it for a
ved with called the Back
t. I was assistant busidit. We used it as ou r
· .. regress, and act. tage production
~} pnd an aparthool in
. tudents, Tdsebo, and Joe,
·· ere left in 2Ha'
while I
.I came back
11 tia\ie,to ask Tus
lstilidbo't
know wh .·
·.,...
-'"···:::::::::::;:;:::;:;:;::~:

plays that you
.nt, most of the movies I've
. rt Apache the Bronx,
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and an HBO movie with Val Kilmer, called "The Man Who
Broke a Thousand Chains", I got into theatre through the
school program and got rave reviews for the first play I did .
I was in numerous things and travelled with the theatre . I
loved it right away, when I saw the actors on stage and the
power that they had to make you cry, make you happy,
make you sad, to change and control your emotions, I
guess I was always a power monger.
SFS: You did some bodyguard work for awhile, who
were some of your clients?
Sifu Fogg: Mostly I worked for various private companies, I guarded President Ford's wife when she got her
breast removed, I was in a lot of dangerous situations with
clients that I can't really disclose . I used to be into that sort
of stuff when I was young, if there was a job assigned to
me there was no question that I was going to complete it.
SFS: I noticed you have a classic car, is there a story
behind it?
Sifu Fogg: Oh yeah, my Plymouth Satellite, that was
given to me by a family that I lived with a long time ago.
They were one of the first people in my life to show me
love, they taught me things like table manners, and about
respect, and God. When I moved away they gave it to me
and I had to let it sit for awhile during the period that I was
overseas, and when I got back it was not even starting. The
oil just sat in it and became like mud, so I put over a thousand dollars into it and got it going and brought it to Texas.
There were many nights spent running from the cops in
that thing, but I'll save those stories for the next interview.
It holds a lot of good memories . I will have that car until the
day I stop ticking .
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The Sindlestiff Family Cirkus
~

~

M

~Ii~

When the Bindlestiff Family Circus comes through your town you'll know it.
I mean, how o;ten is it that you nearly run over a half-naked animal boy and a ten foot tall
clown while driving down the road. This was the scene I stumbled upon when I went over
to their brief warm-up appearance behind Mojo's that included a girl who hammers nails
into her sinuses, a contortionist boy who I had originally thought was the animal boy, a
tall, skinny clown on stills, a bright red freak on roller skates with a parasol, a butch cowgirl tap dancer, an
accordion player, and a
slew of other freaks.
Later this same night,

they would stage their real performance at a different
location. and would also perform a trapeze act. Now,
although that may have been more entertaining and
the likelihood of physical trauma would have been far
greater, I thought this would be way sluglier.
There was beer on tap for $2 a cup, and even though
that was too pricey, we drank a bunch of it. It was
around the third one, when the girl who hammers
nails into her sinuses came on and announced their
official arrival. My stomach began to turn when after yanking the nai Is out of her face, she

~

o

~

o

J

J

~

[

sucked acondom into her nose and yanked it out of her mouth and there was some blood
on it. It turned a little more when the guy who layed on a bed of nails and had a brick
smashed on his chest pulled his pants down, exposing his hairy butt so the nail in the
face girl could bullwhip a cigar from between his ass cheeks. The tapdancing, or should
I say tapstomping butch cowgirl swinging the rope and hitting the board beneath her was
entertaining in a way, but atter a few solid minutes of it, the slugliness began to shine
through like the metal flake in a low-rider paint job.
I was getting pretty hot and tired with the proceedings and had to consume
more of that precious nectar from Wade's coldbox taps. It was really hot outside and
my body was covered in sweat. That was about the time my boyfriend arrived and
took me into the backseat of his Camaro. That's right, my boyfriend drives an old
Camaro and I often perform oral sex on him inside of it with reggae music on the
tapedeck. I love reggae music. Apparently, some Bindleftiff fans love reggae too, cuz
this guy walked over and offered us a joint in a Jamaican flag paper. My boyfriend
was cool with this til he realized
monkey boy was looking for a little
three way action in return. I
mean. usually if I want to hook
up he's cool with it. But this
guy looked like a twisted
feral child .
We left, but not
before purchasing a
book about how to btow
up
buildings
at
Fringeware. My friends
tell me I have a drinking
problem, but I tell
them. "At least I
write for Salt
for Slugs."

Fringe:Ware Inc:.
27 I 6 c::; iua..cla.lupe St.
Austin,. T>C 78705
5 I 2 . 494 . 9273 tel/f'a..x:

-

iii

-•

wwvv.fringeware.com

Richard who played Gibbey and Jug's
father in "Barn" was in attendance
and enjoying every minute of it. Kirk0-Ma tic

to do some posing of his own in the
celebrity fanfare shots out front.
After the film was over and all of
the cold beverages had been consumed, the evening ended early as
planned and the satisfied party goers went
out into the clear Austin air to continue the
assault on their livers. Dino , SFS
Consultant and business guy from hell
was stoned just enough to organize cleaning efforts without any problems and the
the place was empty in time for him to party elsewhere .
· NAIM • CREEK· CHORO · OLIDA · MAGN(J4,
()
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Northern Italian Restaurant

Experience our new menu, featuring
Osso Buco,

EAT

Sea Bass,
Swordfish,

FISH

Rabbit,
Quail,
Fish Soup and
lovely Coho Salmon Croquettes.

Beginning July I, 1998,
Madam Nadalini's

SOUP

EVERY

will be serving

DAY

these new items
as well as
our standard menu fare.

3663 Bee Caves Road, Austin, Texas 78746
Next to Breed & Co, In Westlake ( 4 mi. from Downtown)
Reservations Recommended on Weekends 328.4858
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Greg E. Boy and I were slaving away at the production tables for a certain newsweekly when we
spotted an ad for the 1998 Fifth Annual
Southeastern Microbrewer's Invitational.
Hmmm, we wondered , can we get
free press passes to this? A couple
of phone calls later, the passes
were promised and visions
of drunken revelry danced
through our heads. All the
free 6 ounce shots of
microbrew you can
slam in a 5 hour period . What better way to
spend a Saturday afternoon?
11 a .m.
Saturday
morning : I rolled out of
bed, did some bong hits,
slapped on the clothes I had
been wearing for the last two
days and staggered outside to start
up the old Fam ily Truckster. The though t
of free beer motivated me to blearily navigate the
sparse Saturday morning traffic . I pulled up at my
friend Poochie 's house and dragged him out of
bed . "Come on , " I said , "time to get wasted !"
He smiled a sickly grin , pulled a few tubes
and was ready to go. A fast run down 1-40
to Carrboro and we pulled up to the
home of intrepid rock journal ist, Greg E.
Boy. He greeted us w ith a freshly
trimmed James Hetfieldian mustache,
garbed in a beautiful, black Guns n'
Roses I-shirt. Needless to say, more
pot was smoked . Now we were
ready to assault the beer.
A quick run though the
farm roads of Orange County,
North Carolina and we were
within sight of the stunn ing
Durham skyl ine. The smell of
rotting tobacco hit our olfactory nerves and we dec ided to
park at the local McDona lds,
just in case some of Durham 's
finest figured on popping a few DUl' s on the hapless, drunken festival goers. We walked up to
the Durham Civic Center, dropped a few
names and the free passes and ID
bracelets were ours . Noth ing
could stop the consumption
about to take place . As we
strutted down the hall to
the main room, a quote
from the man of the
American
Revolution ,
Ben Franklin, echoed Greg as: another
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dumb

through my mind : "Beer is proof that God loves us." We were about
to live the quote.
,
Armed with complimentary 6 ounce commemorative glasses, we strode into the busy hall. Microbrewery vendors were
lined back-to-back in two rows . We walked slowly
around, checking out the various vendors, plotting
our attack . We split up and I decided, as a
way to limit my choices, to hit all of the
booths that offered some stout. The first
one I hit was Brooklyn Brewery' s
Chocolate Stout. The sign for this booth
looked like a kindergarten class had
made it: The white posterboard sign
was decorated with a black magic
marker, displaying a crude rendition of
their logo and name . "Maybe they
were drunk when they drew it," I
thought. Who cares about the sign , right?
I took a swig. The stout was thick, a little
bitter, definitely unique. On to the next one ...
After about twenty stops at booths with famil iar
beers and obscure companies, I was feeling a nice
wide smile plastering my face. The noisy crowd of people trying not to behave like they were drunk
flowed past me as I searched unsteadily
for the next stout. Oh no! I had tried all
of the stouts and I wasn't ready to
throw up yet. What to do? I decided to say "Fuck it!", and hit every
booth that did not have a line.
Or instead, I tried to stop at the
vendors who were generous
with their brew. You see, some
of these breweries, maybe
because they are small
and didn't bring that
much beer, stiffed you on the amount they poured into your glass.
Now the glass was small (6 oz.) and I guess you are supposed to
drink it slow to appreciate the flavor and happiness or whatever, but
for sheer drunken revelry it sure cramped your style. Regardless, a
huge amount of some of the finest craft brewed beer in America
made it into our bellies and considerably clouded our minds and
dexterity.

We met back up, stared blearily at each other with the
aforementioned silly grins plastered on our faces and compared
our various favorites. G-boy liked the Redhook ESB, Sierra Nevada
Pale Ale and Sweetwater Brewing Company's aptly
named, 420 Ale . Poochie just liked it all and he especially liked the many food vendors placed strategically
around the beer booths . Poochie had to slow down
a bit as foam started to creep out of the corners of
his mouth a few times and his balance seemed a
bit off. Gboy didn't want to slow down so we hit
the Top of the Hill Brewery booth . These guys
are located just down the road in Chapel
Hill, so they brought a shit-load of brew
and didn't skimp on the flow. We
stepped up and drew back, standing
redneck. photo by Gene Slacks quite near the tap for a long time, sam-

?me of the most

...

Out in the bright sun on
deserted Durham streets, we stumbled back to the Family Truckster.
On the way out we spotted a
guy carrying a huge
python

had to purchase a oilcan of Foster's just to hammer the point home:
a great, free beer, drug-filled afternoon and we got some cool commemorative glasses lo keep as a reminder.

wrapped around his neck . This odd sight, sharpened our minds up
enough to ask him a few questions and pet the dry, smooth snake .
Not sure if the snake man was a drunken vision or what, we continued back to the truck . At the truck, G-boy decided to pick up a
quarter-pounder at McDonalds and upon coming out he described
the racist " One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest" scene that unfolded
inside. An old, fat white man was demanding his McNuggets from
the counter lady, all the while lambasting her with racial epithets .
Now this is not that uncommon in and of its self, but ii happened in
the middle of downtown Durham, North Carolina . Th is was not a
good idea .
Well, we made it home alright, Poochie passed out in the
back of the truck . More bong hits plus a nice fatty were smoked at
the G-boy residence to straighten ourselves up, ' cept For the G who

8A-Lt. f~'- 8t,,,,'7~
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Yeah , I watch a lot of films, not all by choice. And as I'm
watching them I am often amazed. Sometimes it's the content
of a film, sometimes it's a certain film technique and sometimes it's a soundtrack that can spark this wonderment. I've
been a long time fan of the Spanish director Jesus Franco
even before I knew such a guy existed. Jesus. or Jess.
Franco is the man . He's the most prolific director EVER in
film history, writing and directing (he only films movies he

eroticism. Although he is known for his sleazier work, it
should be noted that he started out doing photography for
Orson Welles. However. it is doubtful that he truly developed
his photographic eye under Welles' tutelage. He is known
specifically for his extreme overuse of the zoom lens. which
he explained as a means to cut costs and time setting up separate shots. What a guy. He is very much alive and well and
working hard, having done 3 films already this year. What is
listed below is just a tip of
the Franco iceberg- 4 Films
With Which To Fuck Your
Head .. .

The Awful Dr. Orloff
(1964): This film marks the
origin of Morpho, the evil
henchman who would go on
to appear in several Franco
films. In this one, he is the
sidekick of the mad Dr.
Orloff who is trying to recreate his dead wife a la
Frankenstein, with warm,
dead bodies. How does he
get them? With the help of
Morpho his blind disfigured
assistant.
It's basically
Frankenstein except there
is an abundance of beautiful women.
There's also
some very out of character
Farfisa freakouts. And then
there's Morpho the mod
henchman. complete with
black suit and haircut.

directs) some 300 films . He's worked under several
monikers. in several countries (to avoid having to pay
European film maker's taxes) under names like J.P. Morgan
and Jess Morgan. He is a pioneer in the arena of 'Eurotrash ', being one of the first to mix elements of horror and
16

Vampiros Lesbos (1970):
Probably the best known of
Franco's films. due to the
semi-recent re-issue of the
soundtrack on the Crippled
Dick Hot Wax label. Morpho's back, but know he works for
Soledad Miranda, the sexiest vampire ever. When she's not
doing her popular strip act, she's haunting the dreams of
would be heiresses to her undead lineage. An American
lawyer comes to appraise her net worth and Soledad falls in

corruption in the Catholic church
circa 1300. Easily one of Francois
best films.

Naked Superwitches of the Rio
Amore (1980): Wow, what a title.
The Rio Amore is an underground
sex club where the rich members
watch slaves have sex and then
allow the patrons to torture them .
Betsy is an American working at a
hotel, which is the front for the club.
She is having an affair with the
superbitch hotel owners boyfriend.
Superbitch finds out and has Betsy
kidnapped and forced to work at Rio
Amore. Betsy sister tries to find her
and ends up falling in love with
some boy. No one except her has a
happy ending in this. Mean, gratuitous and awfully dubbed , this
stinker is something else. I highly
recommend it, on the real.

love. The lawyer is both fascinated and petrified and eventually decides that in order to save her sanity she must kill the
vampiress. Poor Morpho is out of work. This is the easiest
of Franco's films to watch. There is little violence, a great
soundtrack, and plenty of nudity. Maybe this was his attempt
at making up for some of his other, more questionable works.
Devil Hunter, aka: Mandingo Man-Hunter (1980) : Hmmm.
There's a film starlet named Laura Crawford who gets kidnapped by a group of incompetent gangsters and is held
hostage on the island of Puerto Santo, in return for 6 million
bucks. Her agent hires 2 pussy-ass Vietnam vets to go rescue her. Unbeknownst to any party, the island is inhabited by
an interracial (!?!) tribe who bow in front of a totem pole with
bloodshot eyes. This represents the mean bug-eyed man
beast which eats the hearts of young women, preferably,
ones with white skin. Laura escapes the gangsters, but is
captured by the islanders and tied up to be sacrificed to the
man beast, who develops a special fondness for her. It's then
up to the out of shape, pussy-ass vet to save her. wheeee!
You will be astonished by this strange, awful and totally
unpredictable, gratuitous, gory gem.

If your interests have been piqued,
these shouldn't be to hard to find .
However, these are not for everyone.
His films have drawn great criticism
for their content and for what some
consider misogynistic attitude. So
you've been warned, sissy.

Love Letters of a Portuguese Nun (1976): This is the
story of a young girl who uncovers an unholy happening within a convent. She is sent there by her mother, who has been
persuaded to do so by the local fiendish clergyman.who is
convinced of the evil within the girl. Before you can say
Torquemada, her head is thrown into a vice to purge the great
Satan from within her. The big catch is that the clergy are a
bunch of Satanists. They're all lesbians who perform all
sorts of sexual rituals while Father Vincent makes the rounds
trying to make Satan's kid. Marie, who is losing her mind,
tries to send a letter to her mom . It is intercepted, the clergy gets pissed, they rape Maria and then call in the Great
Inquisitor, who has her burnt at the stake. This is based on
a book written at the time of the Inquisition and shows the
17

PW Long's
Dril1kb1g Ti})A
On Drunk Driving:
Touring by .yourself isn 't as fun as touring with the boys. You know, its good to have somebody to mix cocktails.
That's one thing you cannot get away with when you are by yourself. I'm not advocating driving drunk, but everybody likes to get rid of the hangover. You can't be drinking a cold one driving by yourself, you got nobody to run
interference, back you up, or take the wheel. which is good because
then I drink a lot less.

Theorv on Toxicitv:
My theory is that by nine o'clock you drink the same amount, no
matter if you started at noon or 6pm . You have got to keep you toxicity level at even keel. You have to keep that evened off. I find that
even though I'm sober driving from town to town, I end up drinking
as much in the first hour as I would have if I had been drinking all
day.

Hangover cure:
Just keep it going man. That's the only way I know out of them. All
you need is something in the fucking morning to get rid of that
shit/fuck suffering all day. A lot of people are afraid, obviously, when
you get up and all you can think about is puking and the mention of food makes you motherfucking dizzy and
queasy and your head is pounding ....the last thing people want is a drink, but that's really the only way out of it.
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I had the pleasure of chatting
with George Plimpton for the
purpose of writing a brief
piece for the local weekly.
Plimpton was making the
book tour rounds and I
jumped at the chance to talk
to this literary figure.
George's claim to fame is that
he coined the term "participatory journalism": a style of
writing where the author
takes part in some sport. I
asked George about his experiences in the sporting world
and soon came to the conclusion that this geek mutherfucker was a suck ass. Let me
explain. Outside of stepping
in the ring with boxing
champ Archie Moore, Plimpton's "accomplishments"
scream out "I'm a pussy." He wrote an entire book, Paper
Lion, on a month of preseason workouts with the
Detroit Lions that culminated in him playing FIVE plays
in an intramural scrimmage where he managed to get
tackled by a ghost. That is to say he fell down without
ever being touched . He threw one pitch in baseball and
played a whopping five minutes as a hockey goaltender.
What kind of participation is that? Fuck. I'm a goddamn
participatory journalist and I'll tell you why : because I
am writing
Plimpton 's "accomplishments" about my life
and
living
scream out "I'm a pussy."
what I write.
I skate. So does that make me a "participatory journalist"
for Big Brother? No. What it means is that you have to
know about the subject you are writing about. And
George, like so many other tinky sports writers, thought
that maybe just maybe he should try the some of the
things he was writing about. Very admirable don't you
think? Shit. Grow some balls bi-atch . The following piece
is a fine example of yours truly and a wee bit more legitimate as I participated in this as a REAL fucking job.
Being the smart-ass writer that I am, I made it easier by

8A-Lt fc"- 8t"'?'.,

convincing myself that the
shitty-ass job was just fodder
for my writing. Enjoy.
4

RrJG J~~nny
RIJG,,

When one thinks of Los
Angeles, they think of
Hollywood, sprawling freeways and smog. They think
of a city larger than some of
our fifty states. A vast suburban utopia built smack dab
in the middle of a basin and
surrounded by mountain
ranges: a veritable concrete
jungle. Images of beaches,
movie starlets, and heavy
metal guitarists hanging on the Sunset Strip pop up as
well. But if you mention the words "bicycle messenger",
cities like New York and San Francisco come to mind.
Cities with such dense populations that getting around
by car is inane and public transportation is your salvation.
Los Angeles is one of the few cities around the country
that doesn't really have a "downtown" per se. Here in
the quadrant dubbed "downtown Los Angeles", is a place
where the average person during sun up is a corporate
executive or an attorney and by nightfall the traffic is all
but gone save for a few cars loaded up with chicanes,
mariachi blasting from the stereo, making their way
across town from west to east. One thing that it does
share with other cities is the bicycle messenger-the modern descendant of the pony express. Everybody learned
in elementary school mathematics that the shortest way
between two points is a straight line. This is the basic logic
behind the bicycle messenger.
So, in an effort to save my slacker status and do something I've long since wanted to do, I became a bicycle
messenger. I had dabbled in this years ago in DC when I
19

worked as a courier for a blueprint company. But there
it was only an occasional bike run, intermixed with shifts
in a car darting off to places like Tysons Corner, VA or
Gaithersburg, MD. I knew the faces of these warriors.
Madmen on bikes zipping through traffic with a death
wish. Dodging dignitaries from countries and Secret
Service cars (not always successfully either, one friend of
mine got sideswiped by the Men In Black.) But I wasn't
really one of them. They seemed to possess something
that I didn't. Something that set them apart from the
rest of the working slobs . It was a brotherhood.

ing dime bags of swag. I can't forget Gary. A wannabe
actor from New York who once told me that "if you can't
have a sweet car like a Benz, than you gotta Kave a muscle car. It's the only way you'll get pussy." Gary said he
learned all his acting abilities by "watching a lot of
DeNiro." Add a punk rock process server from Toronto
and a bunch of cholos and collectively we made up the
core of bikers at Express Network Inc.

A typical day consisted of working returns in the morning. This meant that all the documents filed the day
before had to be delivered back to the clients. Things
During my first couple of days on the job in LA, I was would slow down a bit around lunch and stay that way
trained by a select few. Those messengers who knew the until about 2 o'clock. After 2pm, the rush would start to
I NS and OUTS of the city. The job consisted mostly of build like a tsunami wave. It was like this because
picking up legal documents and taking them to the District Court closed at 3Pm and Superior Court at 4pm.
courts. Other runs were similar in nature: go to This was by far the busiest time block of the day. Some
Immigration, Bankruptcy, the post office, or maybe the clients would have you sitting in their office, waiting
bank to get some money for petty cash. It was during until the last possible moment to hand you the docuthese first few days that I learned the most useful infor- ments, leaving a sparse five to ten minutes to haul your
mation, and what I learned didn't necessarily pertain to ass to the courts before they closed for the day. Some
the job at hand. I learned where Skid Row was and got days you made it, some days you didn't. Any other time
my first whiff of the sweat soaked, vomit stained, and of the day, when there was downtime, you could catch
piss drenched streets that would soon become an olfac- riders hanging out under the bridge smoking dope or in
torious trail back to the office. Like, left by the smell of front of 725 Figueroa. "7-2-5 FIG" as it was called, was
piss, right by the puke, etc. This would be a smell I would the place where the serious riders hung out. Most of the
deal with for two months. I began to recognize the bums weekend racer types and the ones not hip to afternoon
and the corners they lived on and the boxes they called fatties spent time here in front of this building. Outside
home. I learned where to buy pot, if I ever wanted it, of being mistaken for a narc the first week (which I was
under a bridge by the luxurious Bonaventure Hotel. My far from) the riders took to me with open arms. They
first trip under the bridge, I declined to puff off the joint told me stories about seeing homeless people dead on
and soon the word started to circulate amongst the the sidewalk and of catching a glimpse or two fo the
other
riders
aftermath of a midthat I was a
"My first trip under the bridge, I declined to puff day shooting or
narc. I was also
stabbing. I told
informed of the off the joint and soon the word started to circulate
them stories about
vast selection of
amongst the other riders that I was a narc."
the wicked winters
bicycle
parts
back East and ridthat were available to me courtesy of the black market- ing in the snow and sleet or if the temperature
dropped
where five finger discounts got you more than 50% off. low enough, riding across the frozen Potomac
River
I learned to take the escalators instead of humping it up from the Maryland side to the Virginia side.
lnclemate
the hill on Grand Ave. A very important piece of infor- weather was fascinating for most of them who
were
mation if I was to keep my legs. You can only go up the born and raised in the essentially season-less
SoCal. I
hill on Grand Ave. so many times before your hamstrings knew the handshake that it seemed
every biker used. It
swell up to the size of watermelons a.nd give out. was kind of a cross between the generic
"homie' style
Besides, it was one of the better ways to ward off the leg with a bit of a one-potato-tw o-potato fist
tapping added
cramps that would attack you in the middle of the night. at the end . It was then that I realized that
I had become
A cast of thousands worked with me. There was Joe, the one of them . I was part of the brotherhood
of psychotic
serious racer with hopes of turning pro one day on the whipper snappers known as the
bicycle messenger: the
mountain bike circuit. He and a friend of his rode from law breakers that the law makers
hire to get their docuSan Francisco to LA in four days. And Kenji, the key- ments from point A to point Bas
quick as possible.
boardist and music engineer who was just trying to earn
some cash to fund his musical dream. Or Carlos, the
crazy Colombian who supplemented his finances by sell-
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It's not everyday you get to sit down with man who will be validated by history to be pure Texacana. Few people realize the treas~
ure that IS the blues of central Texas, and even fewer know of its true roots and rich heritage. I was lucky enough, aft.er once being
a dumb ass and missing the interview, to get to talk to none other than Austin Blues Man #I, Blues Boy Hubbard. He's been around
longer than most people even knew about the blues, and he's still ploying today.
Ladies and gentlemen, Blues Boy Hubbard ...
Salt for Slugs: So where did the long journey down the blues road begin

first night I was here. it was January 1956. I went to the Victory Grill.

for you1

SFS: Victory Grill is old-school.

Blues Boy: I started playing piano as kid, eight or nine years old. I then
went to the trumpet when I was 12, and wound up on the guitar when I
was 14.That's the .sequence that I picked up music.

SFS: So are you from a musically rich family?

BBH: My mother, she played piano and sang in the choir, all that stuff. but
my father, he aint no musician.(laughs at the thought). He was athletic
though, and me and my brother were built and fast. I played football two
year and played basketball three years, so we got the best of both worlds.
SFS: It's kind of obvious why you lean towards
more of the Texas blues, being from here, but what
are your feelings or influences on delta blues?

BBH: Oh yes it is.The house band was suppose to be a three piece, but
it was a two. They had no piano player. I look on the stage and I knew the
guys, I had met them in Cameroon,Texas. They hired me to play piano and
I played with them for about a year and a half This guy had a club down
the street called the Show Barn, his name was Tony Barnes, he was a disc
jockey. He already knew me from La Grange, cuz I use to play for him ,
Wednesday to Friday. He needed me cuz his band had broken. It was a jazz
group and the lead singer had moved to California. He wanted some blues
up in there. He came by the house and told me what was what , I decided
I'd give it a try so I went to Bledso Music company and bought me a Stratt.
A 57 Stratt. And a Fender Amp.
SFS: So you started playing guitar?

BBH: The music I heard when I was coming up
was two Black stations coming out of Houston,
and they played T-Bone Walker and Gatemouth
Brown and Johnny Otis. At night I'd listen to a
show that come out Nashville and Memphis that
played Lightning Hopkins, Muddy Waters. and
Smokey Hall. When I was a kid there was no BB
King, he wasn't recording yet neither was Guitar
Slim. They were around, but they just weren't
recording.The minute I heard Guitar Slim, though I
liked what he was doing. I didn't' like John Lee
Hooker, but I had a friend of mine who loved him
and he sounded just like John Lee. When we were
younger he brought over his guitar, and I convinced
him to leave it with me. By the time he came back.
I was playing T-Bone Walker's stuff.

with

SFS: Guitar Slim is one of my favorites for his
stage presence, be it swinging in on vines, or his different hair colors.

Blues

Boy

BBH: I never got to meet him, it was when I
moved to Austin that I started meeting all those
guys. When I was about 17 or I 6 in La Grange, I
put together a group called the Sky Rockets. The
guy who owned the club in Columbus, Texas was
a cousin to my mother, a man by the name of Ben
H. Davis. He had a funeral home and two nightclubs in Columbus and a funeral home and three
nightclubs is La Grange.

SFS: It wouldn't be ''the" nightclub (The Famous Chicken Ranch) from La
Grange?

BBH: No, no. Ben would always stop by and tell me who was playing at
his club. He'd let me in for free and let me stand by the bandstand. This way
I saw a lot blues in the beginning. I would go just to learn something.That's
how I learned Gate Mouth was playing with those clamps on there. I also
saw BB Ki ng when I was about 19 and he was 26. He had his Fender
Telecaster.

SFS: His trademark.

BBH: I didn't really stretch out into musi until I got to Austin. I was going
to get with this band from Florida called the House Rockers, and we were
fixing to go to Houston and back to Florida, when a guy came up and told
me my mother had some papers form Uncle Sam. So they took me back
to La Grange, and come to find out I was being inducted into the Army. So
I went and joined the Air Force. After basic training and school, I got stationed at Bergstrom in Austin.This was the real beginning of my career. The
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BB H: Yes, the move was made. I played for Tony,
'till a man by the name of Charlie bought it from
him in 1958. The blues groups in Austin at that
time were trios, a piano, guitar, and drums. But
what I did was, I played Guitar, got a man by the
name L. P. Pierceson. He got a guitar and took off
the three high strings and tuned three lower ones
lower than they are suppose to be. And he played
liked that. Then I had a piano player, harmonica
player, and a singer. We put a group together, and,
about after a week we closed the Victory Grill.
They all came to the Playhouse. Later on I brought
in trumpet players, a saxophone player, all that
good stuff. We were the swingingest group in
Austin. While we were playing there, the white frat
boys started hearing about the blues, so they
started trying to book. blues bands. So when they
finally booked us, they wanted to know where we
played at. So they started coming to Charlie's
Playhouse.
SFS: What year was this?

BBH: 1958. What happened was we started playing every fraternity house at UT campus, then we
started playing in San Marcos, Georgetown, A&M.
They all were saying 'That band is outta sight.'
Pretty soon Charlie's Playhouse was packed with
fraternity kids.They were lining up for blocks to get
in. This went on from 1959 to 1970.

SFS:A decade.

BBH: Yeah, and since Charlie's Playhouse would only sit 500 people, the
spill over went to the club up the street. There the guy took his son, and
let him play drums to the juke box, and charged 99 cents to get in.That still
didn't do. A guy up on 12th street opened a club called Sam's showcase,
and Major Bert was the house band up there, they packed his place. This
all went on 'til integration. When that happened, the whole thing changed.
Charlie closed the Playhouse. It wasn't because the crowd wasn't there; it
was because things were getting a little hectic up in there for the Whites.
They started breaking into their cars and taking their money. He had a
bouncer, but that bouncer couldn't protect people for two blocks all
around the club. He was 6'7 and 270 pounds, but still, he couldn't protect
everybody. But at the same time we were playing after hours at Ernie's
Chicken Shack.
SFS: Where was that?

BBH :Out in Webberville, and it's still there. It's still open and all this stuff.
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but not the same. When his club was open back then, it was white, black.
brown, and it was packed every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, It was always
full.Then all people would go out there.The poor people, the rich people,
and all the people in between. Movie stars would come out there and sing
with us. It was just a club where he was selling bootleg liquor.

SFS: Anyone selling bootleg liquor is all right by the slug.
BBH: Yeah, he also had gambling, there was nothings you couldn't buy.
Women, booze, anything. That went on out there. This went on for twenty years, till he died. The new owner wanted no house band. In a few
weeks that club was zero.

SFS: Central Texas was notorious for having clubs were a man could find
pleasures in the liquor and the ladies and the gambling.

BBH :Yeah, the clubs really didn't arrive on six street till much later. It used
to be business and such down there. But when they bought up all the
stores and redid the streets like they were in the 30s, and put up all new
store fronts. Antone's went in there in 72, I think. he drew good, He was
mostly booking Chicago bands.

SFS: There is definitely a difference between the Texas blues and the
Chicago blues.

BBH: The whole thing about 'I got Chicago blues,' or 'I got the Texas blues,'
nobody from Chicago who played the blues there, was from there. They
came from Texas, Alabama, Mississippi, New Orleans, they weren't born in
Chicago. Like Muddy Waters and Lightning Hopkins, they ain't from no
Chicago. John Lee Hooker ain't from there either. Buddy Guy ain't from no
Chicago.
BBH: Speaking about playing music from somewhwhere else, how do you
feel about a lot of the bands from the 60s incorporating, or stealing rather
guitar riffs from the blues?
BBH: That's the way it goes. The music industry basically breaks down to
who has the most money to push a record . Everything about the blues has
been put into a white form, which is different. But they had the money to
do more with it. They pushed who they wanted.

SFS: A classic example of that in Austin was Stevie Ray Vaughn.
BB H: Yeah, he basically played Albert King. Stevie played the blues. but it's
a carbon copy of Albert King. Stevie was a better guitar player; but he stole
it from them. I'm sure if he was till around he'd be the first to say he did.
It's the writers who write about him who don't say. It's how the writers feel
that we hear about.That's the way it is.

SFS: Yeah, another strange thing about the blues is how Europeans seem
to like it more than Americans.
BBH: Oh they do, I went to Amsterdam twice to play the Blues Festival.

SFS: On a different subject. how do you feel about rap? I mean, from the
50s till now, rap music has gotten more and more violent.

BBH: When it comes to the Rapping stuff. I'm out of it. I don't know nothing about it. I don't like it cuz to me it's not music. It's all together something else. I don't care, nor do I choose to care. But they are making money.

SFS: Back to the money thing.
BBH: Yeah, I can 't knock nobody making money. If a guy is walking down
the street killing people, he's making money. He never goes jail, yet the
police know he's a hit man. I have to admire him for that.That rapping stuff,
I don't like it, but I can't knock it cuz they are making money, If a white
guy's playing blues he stole from a black guy, and he makes million, more
power to him.T0 hat's how I feel. I wouldn't say it's right but as long as it's
legal, then so what. Music is a competitive type of thing.Who has the most
money makes the most money, It's like LutherVan Draw loosing the Blue's
Album of the Year to George Michael. It just happens.
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Mayday!, Mayday! Yes, it's May I st and I am about to walk across the
street (as soon as I finish this beer), and interview one of the all-stars of
punk music, Lee Ying. He used to love living in the city, but now he has
given up that life of roaches, sluts, crabs, and puke for a better life in the
great outdoors, now living here in Austin, Texas.
Lee is ready to take on the world again, like a Beverly Hillbilly crashing a
frat party and stealing the keg. J.B. and I arrived at sound check for the
newly refurbished FEAR and awaited Lee's arrival. Not long afterwards, a
truck pulled up with a mini U-haul attached to it and a couple of guys
jumped out and started unloading equipment.As we looked around for
the leather clad man with jet black hair, he was nowhere to be found.
Little did we know that he was right under our noses, passing us by
numerous times looking like a participant of the witness protection program.
I believe it was his shoulder length, tawny mane
that threw us off, but as
soon as he spoke, with
that gargling with aluminum cans voice, we
knew it was him. He was
surprisingly well mannered and not putting on
any airs for a man of his
stature. When we asked
when would be a good
time to start, he replied,
"right now". We asked
our questions, got our
answers, got our photos
and we were on our way
out when Lee told us that
he had a guest list spot
for us later that evening.
We arrived at the show at the perfect moment, about five minutes
before they were to dominate the stage,. When the first song started
with the trademark 1,2,3,4-1,2,3,4 .. . and Lee's voice chimed in, that tin
can sound when he spoke stretched at high decibels and became
smooth, silk thunder, a pleasure to the ears. It seemed that he had channeled a lot of anger into focused, raw power and has stayed more true
to himself over the years than if he had burned out, or faded away like
everyone expected. He is living the real punk life; do what you want to
do, despite what people think; no image, no costume.The following interview happened during five minutes of his life, enjoy!

SFS: What is the meaning of punk?
Lee Ying: Whatever you want, it's a broad spectrum antibiotic.
SFS: What's the most violent thing you've seen at a show?

Ying: I don't see violent things at shows. I only see peace, harmony, people enjoying themselves, recreating in a fulfilling, ... and what's the word
I'm looking for... symbiotic kind of way. That's it.
SFS: Do you still encourage drunken debauchery?
Ying: We never did, but this is the home of peace and freedom , especially here in Texas, so we encourage people to do whatever they want
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pretty much.
SFS: What's your favorite beer/
Ying: Well, let's see. Now that's a good question. I would have to say...
Shiner Bock, Guiness Stout, and Bass Ale rank right up there with my
favorite beers, and of course, Budweiser.
SFS: What is your relationship with Flea like right now?
Ylng:lt's good. In fact, we intend to do some more collaborations, Flea
having been an original member of this band.We have plans in the works
for some possible recordings. Maybe with Philo and Spit too.
SFS: What do you think about fame?
Ying:As long as the check clears, I'm all for it.
SFS: Of all the things you've done in your life, what had been the most
difficult?
Ying: The day I went to Disneyland.
SFS: What has been the most rewarding?
Ying: The day I got out of the Army.
SFS: Do you
consider yourself
a rancher now?
Ying: No.
SFS: Have you
ever done blow
with John Belushi?
Ying: No.
SFS: Is it true
that you sing
opera?
Ying: Yes.
SFS: What's your
favorite opera?
Ying:
Lien
Cavaya's
"Pieyaachi"
SFS: Can you
spell that?
Ying: No, I'll let
you guys use your dictionary
software.
SFS: How similar are you in real life to your character in "Streets of
Fire"?
Ying: Identical.
SFS:Who killed Darby Crash?
Ylng:He did.
SFS: Do you still have a country band?
Ying: Yes. Range War.
SFS:Do you play here in Austin?
Ying: The closest we ever came to Austin was San Antonio. We played
the Joe and Harry Freeman one night with the Gatlin Brothers.Asleep at
the Wheel, and some other folks.
SFS: So that's an active band and you guys are playing around?
Ying: It is, but we haven't been active for a couple of years now.We may
very well do some more stuff. In fact, there may be some live performances tliis summer. It's a good band.
SFS: Did you write a song about a Garland, Texas cult?

Ylng:No.
SFS: What's your favorite FEAR song?

Ying: More Beer.
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SURVIVP~L
The Portabil ity of Pot(s)
There are a few things that are essential to successful
survivial in the outdoors. Food, clothing and shelter are basically
at the top of the list. Food, of course, is a necessity and the tools
you need for to prepare food in the wilderness are important. I
once believed that the packablilty of pots and how to obtain fire
were the only questions that needed to be answered concerning
the issue of sustenance. A nice set of stackable pots and a good
stove allow for easy cooking and clean-up of meals. Space and
weight are a concern for a long expedition, so the smaller and
lighter the pots and stove are, the better off you will be.
Sustenance can mean many other things, as well. The physical sustenance that food gives you is good. The mental sustenance that
drugs give you is even better.
In the outdoors, the importance of food is followed closely by the importance of drugs. I
used to subscribe to the theory that
alcohol was the one true and safe
drug. It's legal, isn't it? Everybody
uses alcohol, and besides, it's part of
the American tradition of blind bullying and morningafter regrets.
However, on
one clear blue day all
of my preconceived
ideas and societal
induced
drunken
binges were wiped
from my consciousness: The hike was short, the hill was steep and
our packs were very heavy. Heavy because my
roommate, Yo, and I had loaded them down with
about 20 cans of beer and two fifths of liquor.
Beast and tequila. (fhis was when I was young,
before the evil mistress that is tequila wormed
her way into my brain and created a intense
revulsion for the golden liquid ... Oh yeah, Beast
sort of sucks too.) Huffin' and puffin' were our
names. Me huffin' - my beer belly wouldn't
quite hide under, around or over my hip belt and
Yo puffin' - the many Marlboro breaks he
indulged in at each crest in the trail didn't seem to make him any
faster. Around the time beer-sweat had completely soaked rny
shirt and the tobacco smoke had rendered Yo's lungs crispy and
black, a tall stranger passed us with a slight wheeze to his breath
and a nice lift to his step. His old canvas pack didn't seem to be
cleaving his shoulders in two like ours, and his long, ratted hair
wasn't shiny with sweat like mine.
As he glided by, nimbly stepping
over rocks, I gasped, "What's your
secret, man? I'm about to fall
out!" He paused in his next step,
stopped the strange sort of repetitious throwing gesture from his
right hand and said, ''The portability of pot."
I was puzzled at first, but
then I seemingly grasped his idea
and dropped my new pack . I
pulled out my new titanium stackable pot set and said, "Check these
pots out, they're the lightest on the market!" He put his head
down and chuckled. Yo gave me a quizzical look. The strange hiker
sighed and said, "The portability of pot, man! Pot! Marijuana?
You know .. . weeeed ! " "Oh," I said, "We don't use any of that shit
it's the gateway drug, don't you know? Plus, it'll make you gro....:
breasts, and it will kill your brain cells, and besides, it's illegal."
"Dude, what have they got you believing?," he muttered under his
breath . He then proceeded to give us a long lecture on the many
benefits of the marijuana plant. He started in on the many uses of
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hemp, which include rope, clothing, food, paper, whatever. I'm
sure you've heard it all before. Basically, he explained that you can
take one seed and grow almost everything you would need to survive. After his sermon he reached into a hemp bag at his side and
scooped out a handful of small, hard,
speckled seeds and
scattered them all
over the trail. "I'm
fucking like Johnny
Hempseed,
you
know?," he said with
a grin, "I walk the
trails and backwoods
of America, and
spread the gospel of
marijuana. It doesn't
matter if the climate
is right or the season
is right, I spread'em
everywhere. Somewhere, at the right spot, there
will grow a special plant. In this plant is the
potential for a million more. The ones that survive will be the ones that continue the next generation. They will adapt and cling to life wherever they land. Marijuana is a small part of God,
and it must be allowed to grow unfettered across
this mighty land!" The last part came out with
rising volume and tempo, followed by a thin
shriek. "Don't you know that the poisons you are
carrying in your packs will kill you? Alcohol and
tobacco is evil!," he screamed. We stood back
and looked at him in awe. Froth was sliding
down his chin and a wild gaze shot
from his eyes. He blinked once
and said, "Sorry, dudes, I got a
little carried away. What
you guys need to do is
drop all that heavy
alcohol
and
enlighten yourself with some
nice, fresh sinsimilla." He proceeded to pull out a fat, florescent green bud, that was dripping with crystals and orange
hairs. "This is a Northern
Lights strain and it
will do you right!, " he
squealed. We took his
offering, which included a small wooden bowl
and a handful of seeds.
"Spread'em
everywhere," he cackled, as he
started to hike away. We
shouted, "Thank you, old
man!" Needless to say, that
night around the campfire
with our packs considerably
lighter and our minds considerably higher, we understood the
true meaning of the portability
of pot(s). Oh yeah, stackable pots
and a light stove allow for easy
and effortless munchie satisfaction. Get higher. Next
issue: Fungal infections.
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ecently, when I was in Waco and I had the
chance to finally drive out Route 13 to see
the site of the Mt. Carmel Ranch massacre in
person, I didn't hesitate to stop at the local gas station and ask for directions. I stepped up to the side of
the cashier's stand and asked for directions to what is
now commonly referred to as the old Branch
Davidian 'compound' . "Hey buddy," someone from
the line shouted out. I looked over, not knowing what
to expect from these people. Being a city boy in these
parts, I was hoping that I hadn't walked into a bad
scene from the movie "Footloose" . A couple different
people in line started rattling off directions out loud,
28

as I tried desperately to understand what they were
saying. It was then that the man called out again,
"You can follow me there, I'm in that blue chevy truck
outside." I responded flatly, "All right." I was shocked
at first by his kindness, and then thanked him and
was on my way. As I made my way over to the door
of this redneck Kwik-E-Mart of sorts, I bid farewell to
the other tobacco-chewin' locals staring at me from
the line which at this point was about eight people
long.
Following the blue Chevy out on the desolate winding road, all I could think of was the unbelievable
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number of people who had died out here in the middle of nowhere. I remembered seeing videos that
were taken on this very strip of road that featured military personnel in full camoflauge gear running
around like they were on maneuvers or something. It
just didn't seem right. This beautiful land was the site
of all that? I wondered about the predatory nature of
man and what it is that makes man kill, as the wide
open
Texas
sky
shined a pleasant
shade of blue over
an empty expanse
called Elk. At the
time, I wasn't even
thinking about the history of this land
which had begun
long
before
the
arrival of Vernon
Howell (aka: David
Koresh) here to Mt.
Carmel , a history
which is still unfolding
today, long after the
demise of Koresh
and so many Branch
Davidians.
I was amazed at
what I found upon my
arrival to what is now
known as the Mount
Carmel
Memorial
Park. Some standard
style econo cars were
parked
at
the
entrance, where a
small visitors shelter
has been erected
and stands covered
with various photos,
news clippings, and
· ....·
..
propagand a.
Two
·
groups of teenage
kids were there when we arrived and there was a
dead silence in the great open space which
drowned the sound of their little voices. Hearing the
young kids talking to one another in the distant 5ackground was chilling. This may sound kind of new
age, but there is a heavy "child" vibe attached to
these grounds where so many youngsters have perished. The trees that have been planted in memory of
the deceased are now but tiny saplings. This too
brings one's attention to the great loss of youth. It's
hard to imagine what it was really like here before

the destruction. The eerie emptiness and rubble is all
that is left .
•
Upon reading through all of the literature stapled to
the walls benind thick plastic laminate, I was beginnin.9 to see a side of the Waco story that I haan't
before been really familiar with. As to be expected
when a bunch ot land is at stake, there's plenty of
controversy over the ownership of it. Why is it at
stake? Somehow, even
though
the
Branch
Davidian Church had
been here for years
before the arrival of
Vernon
Howell,
he
apparently had claimed
ownership based on
appointme nt by what
they call an executive
council. This is being disputed today because it
contradicts the written
laws of the church, where
an executive council is
like a presidential cabi-

net
(appointed
by
Howell). In addition to
the land disputes, there
seems to be a lot of controversy over a man
named Clive Doyle who
was released from prison
back
in
1994. He
was one
of Vernon
Howell's
fol lowers,
and
the
only person who was present at the Feb. 28, 1993
shootout with the ATF that has been acS1uitted.
Coincidently, he also has been accused of fronting
for the government run "Branch Davidian" investigation. This is one of many claims that a message entitled "The Lucifer Movement" contains. One highlighted phrase read, "REST ASSURED, ONLY THE UNIMPEACHABLE PROVISIONS OF THE DEED ALLOWS
YOU TO VISIT HERE AND READ THIS."
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There was another extensive
message which a man named
Doug was yanking down from
the walls. I asked him why he
was tearing down the message, which consisted of several sheets of paper covered
with text that had been laminated and appeared to be
something someone had
invested a lot of time in making. He replied with a long
story about a bunch of peo-
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over the walls about
people who I had
never hear<!l of and I
watched the Waco
Hearings . Funny huh?
When you actually
come face to face
with something as
bizarre as this, of
course you have no
ide9 what's really
goiHg on . I simply
l<ept walking and
made my way
over to where all
of the trees stood
calmly in the still
Texas air. In front
of the trees
stands
stone
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VISITOR PASS
MOUNT CARMEL MEMORIAL PARK
SITE OF "TH E BRANCH DAVIDIAN COMPOUND"
1785 DOUBLE EE RANCH ROAD
WACO, TEXAS 76705
2544163-5264
THOMAS A. DRAKE , ADMINISTRATOR

Due to theft and vandalism of the signs in
the ruin and memorial ve hope this information
vill assist you in your visit.
The vhite posts around the compound are
numbered and their explanations are as follovs;
tl-A.lte..i:._oL51 stones to commemorate the nu::ibe::
of days of the standoff.
u....__r11t FALLEN CROSS 'Was erected as the original
.entrance to the memorial and has been knocked
over by vandals 3 times
:). CAST IRON TUB, this 'Was used by David Koresh
and his small band of soldiers for target
practice. It is a very heavy guage steel
which is almost impenatrable by conventional
weapons. The ~mmunition used on this was of a
caliber mainly used in varfare.
q1. VANDALIZED DUS. This bus vas destroyed by
vandals 2 years after the original fire, this
bus vas used by Koresh and his band.
1:5. ENTRANCE TO UNDERGROUND ROOMS, This was one
of the main entrances to the tunnels that
linked all under9round rooms together.
#6 . BUNKER ARF.A vhere the majority of the vo"'en
and children died in the original fire.
tt7,
CONFIRMED ESCAPE TUNNEL uncovered by the
qovernmcnt bulldozcrn.
1~1.Q:rllER ESCAPE TUNNEL uncovered.
i!.2__SOUTllEAST CORNER Of BUILDING. This was \:here
the gymnasium vas located and the first site
of entry by the government tank~.
:10.
SWIMMING POOL, 'Was very large and used by all
residents. The rubble 'Was deliberately pushed
into the pool to hide more evidence.
#11.
55 GALLON BARREL .... as a secret entrance and
exit to more underground ro~ms beneath the
compound, It was well hidden until the · b011dozers uncov~red it.
#12.
UNFINISIJED UNDERGROUND ROOMS are connected
by a tunnel to the main compound . The buried b~s
vas a corridor which linked these rooms to the
rest of the compound.
#13. BURIED BUS' also linked the unfinished rooms
to a small 'Well hidden room next to the pool .
:14
BUS BY TIJE LAKE 'Was destroyed by the A. T.f .
during the first fire.
:15. MOTORCYCLES These motorcycles alon g with all

and if you're lucky you'll come across
someone with a copy of the V1s1tors Pass
which explains what remains. That's
where Doug resurfaced again . He drove
up in a van on the muady path and
dropped me one of those very passes.
The compou_nd has basically been broken

down into piles of rubble with giant
pieces of rebar protruding from immense
chunks of concrete. A lot of the rubble has
been pushed into what was a swimmin_g
pool (#10 on Pass). There still remrnn
quite a few scary reminders of what happened on this land back in _1993 A bus
(# l 3) which had been buried and used
as a connector to a network of underground tunnels still remains buried here,
wi th portions of its roof exposed to the
light of da_y From what I could tell, the tunnels are filled with water now, and looking down into the murky stillness of that
water through one of the remaining a~ove
ground tunnel entrances (#5) was a frightening sight indeed . Of course , as with
any religios group, you gotta have buses.
The Davidians had a couple big ones that
have been roasted by the flames of the
AlF. and other vandals. Ironically, the
vandalized bus (#4), which was Koresh's
band bus stands burnt to a crisp right
beside an old bath tub he once used tor
target practice The bus by the lake (# 14)
brings alive the child vibe with a charr~d
baby seat nestled in the heart of its blackene?
corpse. There is plenty more to note, refer to V1s1tor s
Pass. This memorial doesn 't pull any punches.
The history of the Branch Davidians at the. Mount
Carmel Ranch in Elk, a small nowhere land 1ust outside of Waco, Texas and the events that led to what
is now known as the "Waco Massacre" have been
argued over and investigated everyday since the
untortunate slaughter began to unfold some fi ve years
ago. As has been thoroughly documented in the
mainstream press , on February 28, 1993, the
Branch Davidian Church and its members found themselves under attack by BATF and FBI agents. During
the 51 days that followed, church members led by
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Koresh remained inside the comP,ound and attempted
to hold their ground and wait for a resolution. The
story was that Koresh needed more time to translate
the Seven Seals and present them to his followers
before surrendering himself to the authorities.
Meanwhile the rest of the Davidians would endure
many days of mental anguish and tension during the
51 day stand-off .
1

Finally, on April 19, 1993, the entire ch_urch_ and its
members were burned to the ground while giant military tanks rammed into the sides of the building ,
crushing the stairwells and completely destroy ing the
structure. The fuel inside the compound which was
being used by the Davidians to mak~ 0olotov cocktails in attempts to fight back was ignited and the

Memorial listing the names of the
slain Davidians.
I

entire building became engulfed in flames This
was originally alleged by the BATF and FBI to
be fuel that the Davidians were using to burn
themselves. However, the truth about the fuel
and its use was exposed at the hearings before
being quickly brushed aside. There has been a
lot ot controversy over the tanks and what they
were doing, ranging from accounts that the tanks
were shooting flames to claims that there was a
body of a deceased Branch Davidian found on
the ground with tank tread marks over it. It was
extremely difficult for me to sit through the Senate
Hearings which were broadcast everyday on
CSpan some three years ago and watch our
politicians delicately brush the Waco massacre
under the rug. The hardest thing for me to swallow
was the inarguable facts: In the end, 82 people,
including l 8 children under the age of l 0, died
as members of our so-called free press were held
at a military roadblock miles away unable to document this as it was happening. In retrospect,
almost everyone agrees that this was not an appropriate resolution to the stand-off, even if the allega33

tions against Koresh and the church were true. The
lives of those children were far too valuable to have
been extinguished in the way that they were.
Remember, these children were born into the church
and never had the chance as adults to make rational
· decisions like the ones these people whose salary we
are paying should be making when it comes to introducing their death weapons to children in attempts to
"save" them. Five years later, after all of the hearings,
the award-winning documentaries, and the controversial paperbacks, the questions still remain : What
could possibly justify the actions of the BATF and FBI
at the Mt. Carmel siege? Why were these people
killed?
Here's where we come to the disturbing part of the
story. When I began writing this piece, what I really
wanted to do was focus on what is left of where the
Waco "massacre" took place. After my visit to the Mt.
Carmel Memorial, I began to pay a little more attention to some of the details of this conspiracy

ing it to the ground. It appears that the Branh
Davidians had 5een printing anti-Illuminati propagando long before the appearcmce of Howell onto the
scene . According to Doug, Howell admitted to him
that he was once involved with Satanism and showed
him a cross he had tattooed to his chest which represented Satanism. Doug then went on to tell a long
detailed account of an alleged run-in that Howell haa
with the authorities in Australia on charges of child
molestation, which ended with Howell escaping out
the back door of a building and into a military helicopter. Doug claims that Howell (aka: Koresh) was
sent by the system to destroy the Branch Davidians,
and that there is a remote chance that Koresh
escaped the fire through one of the underground tunnels which was immediately destoyed after the siege .
The implication was that Koresh was a Satanic, child
molesting secret agent of some kind, and the entire
fiasco at Mt. Carmel was a Satanic plot. This, Doug
claims, happened because the Branch
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as conspiracies anymore. You 'd
, ,, :
,-,
be a nut to believe any of that
·
stuff, right? Well, it's not only on
public access t.v. that you will
tind loads of information on the
Illuminati; there are countless
books and magazines which . .
detail the workings of this sinister ·
group . Yes, we are living in the infor. ,
motion age and the line between what · \. ·~
is and what is not misinfromation these days
is often blurred to the point of invisibility. I've travelled
the US extensively over the past ten years and have
spoken with people from all walks of life about a variety of topics, not lust the Illuminati, and the stories on
the street range trom crazy stories about Masonic
Orders to accounts of actual satanic rituals . This one
very old black man who was once a custodian in a
Masonic Lodge told me that he saw a half man half
goat walking down an empty hallway one night
inside the building when he was cleaning . Now,
keep in mind that I had always dismissed these stories as either fantasy or simply the drugs talking and I
never once really believed any of it for a second.

Af'.'~ ~;'.,"'::~~

topic, I canne across some interesting
tid-bits of information . According to
a book written by William Guy
Carr entitled Pawns in the Game,
documents outlining the objectives
. of the secret organization known as
the Illuminati were exposed in 1784.
This happened in Bavaria when a messenger carrying these documents was
struck by lightning in transit (referred to as
an "act ot God"). A man named Adam
W ieshaupt had founded what was called Organized
Lodges of the Grand Orient and a secret group of
wealthy industrialists and intellectuals known as the
Illuminati . The word illuminati is derived from Lucifer
and means "holder of the light". The documents conlain some startling revelations which have for the most
part become reality today. The plan laid out by
Wieshaupt outlines the steps to a New World Order,
where the Illuminati will control the world . The objective of the Illuminati in the late eighteenth century was
as follows: Divide masses (reterred to as Goyim
which means human cattle) into opposing camps in
ever increasing numbers on political, social , racial ,
and economic issues . The opposing camps will then
be armed and an incident will be provided to cause
them to fight and weaken themselves as national
govenments are destroyed as well as religious institulions.
· •·

'""

I asked the man named Doug who now lives at the
Mt. Carmel Ranch what he thought about why this all
happened here, and what do you know. .. The
llluminati are responsible . Doug claims that the first
thing Vernon Howell did when he came to Mt.
Carmel was destroy their printing operation by burn- Just as the term 'conspiracy theory' has now become
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the buzz word for illegitimate allegations, the concept
of Satanism is nowadays usually scoffed at as pure
fantasy. The frightening thing about this is that just as
there really are such things as 'conspiracies', and no
matter how much we joke about it, there really are
Satanic organizations. Just do some research on the
rituals of tne Mormon church , or take a look at the
Satanic symbols such as the inverted pentagrams
which are displayed on their architecture . Of course,
there is the global child kidnapping network that
recruits the youth by force in unmarked vans. In a presentation given by Ex-FBI agent Ted Gunderson , he
claims that the FBI will not provi de statistics for missing
children in this country.

spiracy stuff, go see for yourself . Look for the following: anything involving the Illuminati, the Waco
Massacre (Vernon Howell), the Oaklahoma City
Bombing (specifically info about the elusive John Doe
No . 2), the McMartin School in San Bernadina, CA
where alleged satanic activity took F?lace involving the
ritual molestation of children (specifically the w ritings
of ex-FBI agent Ted Gunderson), anything involving
the Mormon Chuch, Operation Monarch (formerly a
program known as "MK Ultra", anything about a child
kidnapping ring that was busted in 1984 in
Washington, D.C. called "The Finders", the underground city beneath Las Vegas, the list goes on .. .

If I were to go into
great detail aoout the
information or misinformation that I have
come across, it would
take up far too much
space. If you're really
interested in this con-

Coincidently, after I wrote this piece I had
the chance to attend the Best of Texas
Seminar on the Branch Davidian survivors.
One of the few survivors , a woman (pictured) who to this day claims that Koresh will
rise from the dead and walk before us was
allowed to come out with the first 'seal,
along with a cassette recording of Koresh's
last sermon just before the siege. When I
began taking pictures of the book vendors at
the seminar, I was questioned and told that I
would have to get consent before taking any
photos . Touchy, tou~hy aren 't we? What, are
you hiding a goats head in your closet at
home?
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.Art, 11usic ,
and IThe lcommodi ty of' Youth:
.A Conve rsation with .Al Burian
Disclaimer I'm not a big fan of the Q&A Style, but being that Al
and I are such conversationalists (re:talkers).1 felt this piece was
best left"as is" save for alittle editing to tidy it up.

Al: Yeah, yeah. I noticed that from afriend of mine who went to
the Rhode Island School Of Design [Harrison, Hellbender's drummer]. I went there when he was finishing up school and I really
noticed in some sense of how abstractly academic the school I

Al:I got into punk rock really early around here.When I was
really young there was this place called I think The Turning
Point in town that was like this crazy garage in Carrboro
[NC] that this guy lived in I think it actually is aauto garage
now but all the shows were always free like donation only,
which is why it failed. I saw NOFX there when they were
young like 18 on their first tour. I also saw the Melvins play
there on their first tour, they played like a full set of Black
Sabbath covers to about five people and shit like that. That
was really cool but I don't remember having any epiphany
from that like "this is what I should do" I really don't know
what it was ...

Greg: It kills me that there are people out there in better situations than us and they're not doing adamn thing. Like this
girl Iwork with, she's an ad rep at the weekly and her husband
is some rich computer sales rep guy and she just bought a
$60,000 Range Rover. I'm thinking that if I had that kind of
money I'd start apublishing company.

Greg: I mean I got into it
because I'd go see these
bands like Government
Issue or Marginal Man and
then I see these guys
working at the movie theater or something and it
really broked down that
"four wall" for me.

Al: Well a lot of people have video
cameras and it seems like there is
this weird thing that as soon as you
get a video camera, you totally lose
interest in it.Shit man. if I had avideo
camera I'd be making videos all the
time They leave it in their closet or
attic and say shit like, "the tapes are
too expensive."

Al : That's a really good
point. I always think of the
fiipside Like kids will come
into Copytron [Al's work]
and I'll be working and some kid will be like 'when's your band
playing' and I'll be like 'man, doesn't this sort of destroy any suspension of disbelief that I'm here in the copy store I' But it is like
that though, I mean I'm just aperson.
Greg: Did you always drawl

Al: I did that way before I got into music. I was drawing before I
could write.When I was alittle kid I did this series of underwater
scuba diver comics because that way I wouldn't have to have any
word bubbles. It would all be underwater because I didn't know
how to write yet.
Greg:Did you go to college and study artl

Al: Yeah I went to college in Oregon and studied. I got disillusioned with art after experiencing the academic side of it. Just
now I think I am able to come out of/or deal with the trauma.I did
alot of that comic kind of stuff in college too.
Greg: I had afriend who went to art school in Philly and it was
like they didn't really encourage any sort of bohemian art, but
rather encouraged corporate stuff. Sort of a"that looks nice Billy,
but could you draw aPepsi logol"
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Like its something that you'd like to see out there and you it so
you've taken it upon yourself to"do it"
Al: That's not why I do it. I definitely do the things that I do pretty much because it is all part of the broader project of like,"l'm this
person and I have some shit that I think about." I'm not the
smartest guy in the world but I do think about stuff and I
want to communicate it somehow. That's what I do and it
kinda seems natural .The fact that other people don't do it or...
plenty of people do stuff but the fact that everyone isn't doing
that all the time seems weird to me. At the very seems like
people should have ways to get themselves across.

professional goals were
'become a college professor and teach some
other people' and keep
the bubble or the sphere
unbroken. Never touch
the outside world kind
of thing and there was
never a class where I
went to school on how 1
to make your slides look
professional. There wasn't even things like 'How to Get aShow at
aGallery'. Harrison's whole thing was like that.They had classes on
presentation and like how to get your shit out there and that was
fine arts, then the commercial art aspect of it was even more
helpful. People I know from there easily got jobs working for MTV
or whatever.I know aguy who sculps the new figures for the new
Star Wars movie that is coming out.
Greg:So your in two bands [Hellbender &Milemarker] and making zines and and comic and organizing other stuff.Are you doing
this because it needs to be done and nobody elese is doing itl

Greg: There's always something that is going to hold
you back. I mean I just started taking photos and its like
fuck you've got to buy the
film and then pay for processing. That shit adds up. I
mean it cost money to make
a zine or put out a fucking
record but all you need really
is the motivation to do it.

AL: Yeah, plus it's different
when it becomes your job
because then you start breaking it down, like what your labor is
worth. The rest of us go home and do this ;hit for free and yeah
it's work. It's the good, productive kind.I always feel alittle wary
about working with something that is close to your interests. I'm
mean being amusic editor of amagazine and making $30,000 a
year, you probably don't really enjoy music after awhile. Like you
sit at home after work and listen to a record and go "I should be
getting paid for listening to this record'; so when you conceptualize it that way yeah, maybe you do have too much to do but really what would you rather be doing 7

•••••••
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Greg: Are you a type A person that can't handle having idle
timel
AL: No I don't hang out well

about bunon fly je§ptfhey just wanifo[llfortability within their
active lifestyles. ~e told me I didn't kn·~ what I was talking
about and soo~\ i realized she wasn't gqing to grasp it. Now
almost everyt~r@ I sa«(lctierpacKlt\€n ti~s~ome to fruition.It's
kinda frighteri!Qg: But by @Wj,everyone
moved past that.
People who tradgends doWtfolize th~f people like us see the
trends in their infa~tile S!ag~~ ~®,avqjil them because I guess
we don't want that ti}Jepresent 'u~:ijfouse what 'we' do is so
much more than 't~-~.'. :11 ,..,.•,, . •.• •.,.d··· :1. .. . . . . .. . . ,".
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Greg: I see you are acoffee achiever.

lany

•

Gre g

o~~er vicesl I don't think I've seen

AL: Um, I'm ~~Ndverse to a.~~d time.I was more of astraight
edger in my youtkluo whal~ver, but I think its important not to,

want it.The consumer expects a cert~lQ thing .· of the commodity.
Where as the creator oJt~rtain.tilmmodities are thinking
"I made this because·1can, b~cause I had the drive and
cesire to." But it'~fh~ peopt¢\vho don't make who are the
\ people that goih do. Theyi~re the ones sitting around cri~~ing lj!)liff we do. (~lore the chosen zine writers-ed)

get slowed down. I h~Ke sh~\ . t I want to get done. Cert~irl'
things are helpful. Som€4.rnes a · . xperience can be bi:ffeficial and push you in the ii9!!t directiohiXqu can always r~Hon
alize it. It's hard to know hoi'hrnuch you Would be doii\g otherwise. And then there's soc°faLtime ... yo~\~n'..tf\;;ant to
become totally alienated from th~\~§J of humaM!y becaus ·
you are sitting in your room all the tirli&i\
··
~:::::,}.

·-=~;

~~~what d9.11s'i~e

AL:
commodity do essentiallyl We all
''9~.! encourag§dlO live these cubicle existences. Like you and
meliioutoWn separate cars driving to work.Then I go home
to my house and you to yours, and I open my refridgerator. .I
hope that the things I make foster some sort of thought rather
then be like'yeah that rocked' and get people to be like 'whats
that all about'. People sometimes come up to me and say that
they read my zine which is better than 'what's up'. It is hard to
converse with people.

....

Greg:It seems that you have areal sense of c~;;;'~unity. You
and your housemates often sponsor music shows and hold
art gallery like stuff.

AL: I've been getting more into that lately. Its kinda weird.
I've been thinking alot about community and the production of culture. At this point youth culture is kind of kneeling over to punk rock. Punk rock is now packaged,
processed, commodified, and purchasable I would say
that people who are on the cutting edge of what is interesting in culture ... like there is something else and its not
really classified and it's really fuck up because it will
become classified. I think what it really boils down to is
production. The only thing that is threatening is the
commodification of youth culture. Basically, all youth
culture has been commodified. As time goes on, they
are repackaged and re- sold to you so that the only way
to combat that is to create aculture that is not about consumption but one that is about producing ...
Greg : Or interaction ...

Al:Yeah, exactly, where transactions are about emotion or where
the purpose is to get people together not exclude them. I have
been criticized by my friends for trying to articulate that idea.This
interview could appear in the most obscure zine possible, but still
it is an ex~ression of somebody. 25 yr. olds work at ad agencies
and stuff and they are tapped into this kind of thing and the cogs
are turning on ways to sell stuff to anti-consumerist. But on the
other hand, if you are living in an information based society without communication then you are not involved.

that I make or anything. But on the other hand, it's sort of adouble edged sword and I definitely feel weird about it. Basically it is
really easy to have arevolutionary content to what you are doing.
If you go to the Lizard and Snake [restaraunt/music club] and see
a band that has put out their own record or they are on some
really small label somehow that is su.bve
inherantly,but man
they might just be waiting to get p~
bel and even if
they are the most sincere people ~u '
ave nothing to
say.

Greg: I know what you're saying. As a writer I need to talk to
people and find out their thoughts and what drives them. It
then, in turn, inspires me. I mean I work at the same job for six
months and I start to bug out because I begin to get to know
people more than I like to.Sometimes you get to know too much.
There are some people who have had their friendships with people for like fifteen years and now they are comfortable and never
leave that circle of friends.

Al: That's the thing

"
Thert you end up on ilie run all the time trying to be one :,
step head of the garT)f It's this"consuming~east''.lt's like tr0rg to
oui[un a forest fire ..~lke the Beats .. .what Ibey did was COQI, but
be.~~use they wrot~isome books about it [~ck then]...no~ it is
la~e [today J becqi/Se now you can buy the Q)anual. Buy"Og The
RO~d" by Jack Kei#tiac It says what he wore 'i.rd where he went
aril you can go iii\ those things and be aquofttunquote"a 6eat"
An;J that's fuckeil up too because if you don't ~rite it dow&then
eveyything willi~ecome myths
·.·.
!1

o~Jhe ~usic

AL: Exactly. When I think of my allegiance to this whole subculture, DIY, punk rock whatever you want to call it sometimes I
wonder why I have stuck with it for so long and remained so idealistic. Basically it is because you meet alot of awesome people
through it.At least there is alevel where it is challenging.
Greg: Yeah, and eventually all these people grow up and end up
in situations where they can use this experience to help others
and make a change on a much more massive level. Like Spike
Jonze. I grew up with him and he's taken that subversive punk
rock attitude with him and it shows in his Nike & Nissan commercials. He is a product of the whole skate/bmx/punk rock
world ...

Grlg:Whichf inspiring me to do this book
local
scehe Just to!focument atime in my life I'd like ldl\k back onWith
mgre clarity;~an afoggy, faded memory. Plus, I ~ink I'm alittle (the tapes ends)
mQre of ardlable source than having some hack ~om LA o(NYC
Greg: When I lived in LA I knew this girl who worked at cdfne to toWn for aweek and write something on
ihe"ChapJiHi
ll Al Burian plays bass and sings in Hellbender and Milemaker. He
;::::
::::
:::::
Chiatt/Day, thisbig advertsing firm. So I was trying to squeeze my
e." g
;;
does a zine called the Burn Collector and also makes zine sized
way into getting an interviewthere by talking to her.Anyway, this
I
'f.t
\
comics. I think Al Burian is aRenaissance Man and aswell guy. He
was 1992,and she was all yadda yadda about them landing the .. · : I feel Weird because I definitely am a produ~~r
of cori'fi,.,,,fan be reached at 307 Blueridge Rd.Carrboro, NC 27510
Levisaccount. I told her that the kids weren't weariDg!Avirafiy~ modites. lfoake records. I make comics.I make zirJ.efBut
I'm not , ,.,.,, .,.,., .• ,..
more.I told her that these future jean buyers <!!dii1tgive arat's ass into cpmfflp~hy in that I'm not tracking the sal~~QLlh~~i;.
Jhing
\t
:-:·:·:~~-::::::::~:;:
:::::~.;::;;:~'.~::::·:·:-:-:-:
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by Raymon d Gra~~.
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Now my stomac,fi ))'.'~ turning as I stared at tf.ij$;

:~J~~:i~eER~E~"~~:~;~~~i

and was greeted by fr\endly faces welcoming creatiJe;
endeavors. "Oh, you aren't coming in to just ~
~mashed and pass out.on the floor, you are workipJ
an artistic project that supports true mus ic i aq~~
come on in!" Now little did they know that ye~) lu~µ$
al1y would have been the first guy they mention~d; bM~
tonight I was swimming in a different .liquid, Bar~
Pond. It was intoxicating enough watchinglsobel as ~
flute goddess and
· ...
having the rest
of.d.the band
df~g
me
into psr; t
chedelia>\
to 'y\lake

on

J.

R/l !-ZD 0

t_./

/()0

.

·

IV/.)

ded week

~f •~\n>~~ **"",~~
SXSW.

o foll'iime job>.
' in fear and fully becomfthei~recl us i~ self. ' (.Mikff;)'?,U ttjean any other side
projects?
oney mongers and f~tilonit~$.\ !nvad ing our ; ~f.S.:~PYtf1i ng. What else do you do besides playing in
....<with press passes, par;i:)'ing t.lp );t storm and Jsob..,Uf'/~ move art.
.
ytjle wake of their trash. aut at tlj.e same time I Hike;~e do installation work fo r the Museurp of ·•·•·. .

/

poljlrY

i~f~~-~lil:~Wf~t~~!~f;~~;;;;~~t
at. the Electric Lounge at 11 : 15 pm ~ and proceed- .. ' <l:o~~qt;bilVe much time for the band because he works all ot~
' Bening in . t~fence.)¥~i.chresemblecta pri son . yard, time iria lab.We had a good situation when' bewas .in school becau•
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recruitcowenhg beneath his salivating supe- \
$,. l'ni here tqinterview Bardo Porid tonight, where
Mike: I was going to school in California at the time. UCSB.Whei)J
t? ;i si(fe ~hereis'no guest list. lfyo~)'V~n~Jg.,get got back, I went to New Jersey (New Brunswick) to start gradu~t~1
sfpass, FSuggest you just wait around and hdpe· . ., school and I would go down to Philadelphia every weekend and . . . . . .
dor strolls by, otherwise I can't help you"
· · together, start drinking and make noise.
!M
rn@:;;·.••.·•.••••••rf'•••·•····••••·•·•·•·•·· ..........................
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best stuff has happened live.After we think we already had the...; Xd
down.
, WW
SFS: Do you have any strange live performance experience·s · ·······

Pick and forth to the East and West Coasts and travelling, what are
some of the differences that you have noticed between the East
'Coast and Texas?
Mike: Austin and Philadelphia are so culturally different...

A knock at the door brings a temporary end to our con;v ersatio. It's the Matador Taxi van coming to take my subjects away,
~fluttling them back to their hotel room. Understandably, the members of the band are tired, after all it is 2;45 am. and they just played
their hearts out on a sweaty stage and were hurled directly into a
Salt for Slugs interview without a breath being taken, but the show
must go on. Mike offered to continue the interview at the La Quinta
Ion, so the rest of the band loaded their equipment into their van and
Mike and I rode in my var1)nto the night. Upon arrival at room 209
the door closed behind us and the second bottle of wine was
uncorked as they all comfortably spread themselves around the
room the second wave was unleashed ...

SFS: Were you guys in previous bands?

you would like..tO\ · • ut?
Mike: We dori!t'
dancers.
Clint: \fv'.het}~ i
>them they come solitary, like solo. Ne
more than on~{ .· iy person. Ip Louisville, we had .~his guy ~tuff
head into the P.A Sp!?akers, he jammed it in th7r7.ard every ti_

~~~e~i~t ~ai;:~:~~~~~t~~W~~~~·irf~;hi;•• fG~~~ ..~1~.·
Clint: You have to just keep g9ing, doing

your thing>·

SFS: Why the name Bardo Pond?

t

·· · · ·

··

Mike: We needed a name and Clint had that .riame:We had hundre
of names, but that was
the first one we talked about and
finally went back.to it.
...
ili\'j]i
Clint: I had that name for a lol)g time and then I finally got a bag~!
and we were playing our firs~gigin Brooklyn.
·
W;'!i
Mike: We got the show throj:igh a friend of a .fi:iend an.d he sai
.h eard you guys hav~ ~!?!)doing so.me st~ff,why,.d()n'tycill come
'3.f.!d play?' We said,'!'Vl}a~l;
' ~this point~were just play

Mike: Just Joe. Everyone else has just been in Bardo Pond.
Joe: I was in a couple bands in Seattle. One of
them was called Love and Respect, and the other
was called Sad and Lonely. We were more of a
garage band.
SFS: Are you the second drummer for Bardo
Pond? ·
Mike: We had a guy who quit when our first 7"
came out. He was a painter and he really needed
to spend time painting and doing his art.We put an
ad out io a couple of record
stores and
we listed a bunch of bands and we were really
freaked because this guY . Y9,s quitting. qnty two
peopl~ called, one .•. persori\.Va~Jpe. an~ \l~oupl~ @i
weeks later; al'\other guy ~lie? :and he ~~ sorrie
fusion drummer and he}$aid, }OoJlou g\)}'~ )ike
fusionr I ~ldi paughing) ·yve found somebOdy,
thanks manYSo Joe came over and jammed with us
with our Peavey .amps. (fo rest of band) Did we
have decent amps back . then~
Clint: We went from ' Peavey to Crate, and the
Peaveys were our good amps.
Mike: You guys had Peaveys fcir a while, then what
did you get, Double Cratesr
·
John: I had the Single: CraQ!:~
._
:· . . :+::_ ._
_ _ .,.:
..
Clint: Ye;i;, l had the Double Crate, it~~ piE!C:e of shit.:/ .
SFS:YoU mean a Crate of shit?
> /
.'. / . · · < ·. . ? .
u
Clint: I traded it for a little tiny Marshall that sounded pre-t_tyr9sa~~i ·.• ·. •. •.CSl.•,;n·· · ~··.&· ~~·M
f(,k~•e\.•
Then we played this big
show with Royal Trux, like .()ur. first '
"
show, however, I was like, 'I gotta get some volume now.~ I Went to . SFS: Do yOU ~ v,o
the music store to get this Fender that I wanted and it wasn't t!)ere ·. .•.• • Mike: We adV'oca~~>.. . they do. I don't k,
and I was so amped to just get whatever. I just picked the first thing l ing them. It's ju~tUl<e the narrie of the band'
I saw.
··· Book of thE! D~g; ~nfo is a place, an in-betv-1
Mike: Big mistake . We'll never get a Crate sponsorship.
religious stat~~JJr
know, drug ·states, musi
Clint: (in advertisement voice) 'CRATE: STILL SUCKS.'
.
our names trefo:i.\ gi'frig~ that relate t.gt!J; .·.•
~;~~You guys are influenced by old Blue Note/Impulse jazi
~) f;1s~ts~~~1:~11 1~~
'

1

yp\I

art!sq:

Mike: Free jazz, yea. Sixties.

·

•· · . .

SFS: There's a lot qf room for improvisation in your music, with

real

<Ut --··•

t?tr..-·····

Unfortunate! . .
JQose structures. It's nice .
·• ... thaf we ' had be~i:pdiJ>
Mike: Most of the .sorgs come out of improv, and then we just that will probably ' e ·.·
r.einember how we did it and then it becomes a song.Thenwe work Wait until thentqkhbw,bottt~r

:1e!•: ~:~a~'s ~~~~:~~~:~~pep;~;ltt~~~~s~~e~t.o~~:; s:rn~I~~ j~vn~
~~~~tl:.~~~~I r:lg~~~~n~o ~~~~~;;;:~na~~e~~~n
0

pla;~rB6b~hi~t~~~
~~k:: ~~~.~~i·~ :ipr~~?,;~~:l~r;fl3t~:n
Mike: Isobel
1

it just starts happen ing, you can really feel the energy of the people there.You get into john: Her" original flute is a Rheinhar
this world where you've never done this thing
before and · Mike: She was wailing tonight man, Isobel
~~re, 's all,t~:~.: Pe,8Bt,?;i&f~ ·~fil~)i~~jt wit~ Y,?.~:. ~~ !~£1!1~ . ~~~r:~.~ il~i~~~;.,

.

~m;~g!tllrI ~~=~\ l~~g

.
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sometimes while she was playing, I heard her voice.
Clint: I know. I noticed that too.
Mike: There's times when we're playing and I swear I hear Isobel's
voice, and I look up and she's not even singing. It's just the tones, all
of the feedback. She fits right in there and it's weird when that happens. Clint sings sometimes and sometimes the bass sounds like his
voice, some of the weird kind of scrapey things he does.
SFS: Are you guys pretty much self-taught musicians?
Clint: Yea.
SFS: Good.
Mike: All self-taught.
SFS: I think its· important for a certain sound because its hard to
break all of the structure you're taught through lessons.
Clint: Yea, but there are a lot of self-taught musicians that
are very regimented.
Mike: We pretty much wound up knowing how to play.We
learned when it was just me, John, and Clint for like a year,
Tuesdays and Fridays just making noise. It became this really rhythmic kind of sound stuff, you know. We got in tune
with each other and kept layering things on top of each
other that would sound good, but a lot of the stuff was
unlistenable.
SFS: You have been compared to early Pink Floyd, who do
you compare yourselves to?
Mike: We're into heavy guitar bands. All of them are our
heroes, so Floyd definitely fits in there . We listen to free
jazz, it's all part of what we do.All of the bands that we like
are the obvious bands, The Velvet Underground, Can, }\•:
Ashram Temple, Sonic Youth, My Bloody Valentine, Dead C.,
The Stooges ... A lot of the influence on us in the past few
years has been Japanese Psych, High Rise, all that stuff. We
played with Tony Conrad and it was incredible. I think that
was a big thing because we did the rock thing and the one
note thing where we just get into this place and build on
the subtleties. You're just vibrating, it's so intense.
SFS: If you were on death row, what would your last meal
be?
Clint: Enchiladas Y Mas!
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SFS: On 1-35?
Clint: Yea, that was great. I had it today.
Mike: I think I would have Salmon, I had a great chunk the other
night with mushroom sauce. I had the most amazing Salmon in New
York City.
Clint: What would you have John?
John: Ravioli frozen, and a beer.
Clint: (to Joe) What would you have before you pass on?
Joe: Blackened Bluefish at this little restaurant in Philadelphia.
Mike: Oh yea, that place on 24th St., they have really cheap food, but
their beer is like S bucks. If you don 't get beer then it's no problem,
... but you have to get beer.
THE END.
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spawned bands with a work ethic. such as HUM. They
have released three full lengths, been on eight 7"s and
have been on over a dozen compilations. Learn your
lessons and be entertained boys and girls. Braid is the
mailman and they deliver. (Sockboy)

IM!llion Miles Away:
· ···· ... mo Diaries-Chapter Two

rly just escaped adolescence, (while living
epicenter for the first wave of emo-core:
of music was without definition. and
·
t punk in it's meager beginnings. The
3Jl excellent cross section of just what
· we find that whether or not you
silly moniker stuck to this genre of
~nitely evident that the child has
ar to be leaving the nest any-

Everyone's bi'~~~··•·•
they're livin' undergrol.itL
churning out great plate~
a two-record piece ofjoy.
satisfy the hungriest of he
"Funny People" by the Ph
sounds like a bizarro PT Bamu
The Living Legends. This is the
"Live at the BBQ". On the seco .
Mystical journeymen. "Black Sand
est t rack all year. East Coast bea
West Coast vocals poured on t ·
chicken. All in all. this is the b
roommate has ever spent. Garn·

d

·.. i orous road schedule
. n for their stage
· ut together an
for a while
paid off.
iller secRod

.·
Ste~!l~ft;J.ini of garage v
produces tl'\1s gtifo of r ·.·
tk~a-bi l ly-roll-soul. And ··
s straight to the point
nither here on this re-kid.
...·
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peo1le who eare •
. ballads inspired by lonely empty areas in the New York
· '}area such as empty shopping mall parking lots and
··} ~p1iday Inn lounges off the Jersey turnpike. The inter. preta~ons of these locations is nearly perfect. Clem
Sni(.l~)s music for the Chr'QQi~ally bored. It is a soundt racl( for the return homed1'8rri work to an empty
house whet) t~i:;:;pariilysis pf ·ltjf\eliness becomes an
attractive}@~FKe. It take~ a ~~$t)t}f of the stillness

~f~:i~~:~~~}s{~a~:!~;~~~~~!c~

SCIS~ORHl~l
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Scissorfigh t
Balls Deep

innocent ·
a pretty.
those .

. Li s. :C lemSrikle makes

rrt¥1idej~music. for
···.·.·

sow~

be

Wonderdrug
Goddamn if I didn't mention Scissorfight last issue but
that was the first I had heard of them and I figured that
people needed to know about that shit.Turns out their
new album just hit the streets. All I got to say is that
these Yankees try their damned-est to tackle Southern
Qoogie with an attitude. I saw the " Legend of Boggy
Creek" when I was like eight and had nightmares about
the whole B1gfoot/Yet1 myth for years.Then I come to
find out that the fucking "Missing Link" is singing for this
raunchy metal band called Sossorfight. lronlung. Yessir.
that's the singer's name. There are some "I sound like
Froggy from the Little Rascals/1ust call me Clutch"
vocals. but all 1n all. you can't fault a band that endorses Poulin chainsaws. (greg e. boy)

Uzeda
.Different Sections
Toud( /!c Go
.
\ Patti Smith meets Fugazi in a dark alley.
;f~t.the jot of 'em dnnk sangria and rock out to
'tffi!i· jii~@t~i.l.They ain't getting any younger folks so
e day~Jjust don't get it. other days I'm
lloor. (St¢g e. boy)

soak

Iii
Mono
Formica Blues
Mercury Records

wi.S • .

The first thing I ever heard by Mono
(Hope Mix). a trancy club track of thumping
Sergio Leone-ish reverb guitar. Very nice,
compared to the pop wankery that's
on > ..••.•
floor these days.The Hope Mix brough(me, well;hope'
and great expectations that Formica Biues W. . ·'
ply me a halfnaked disco workout BuSted. The
on Formica Blues is the Mono that slipped us t
r version of "Life in Mono": the sappy, Ute I OS
in the Gwyneth Paltrow I Ethan Hawki;jtpile r:.
adaptation of G.E .. the Dickens' cl.$i\C. You'
png, I know you have. So, unfpq~~y . .
. cpyJd very well be the new
bY
·· ......... Burt Bacarach if they were twen. turn of the millenium. Some of
· . orianism with Bach's harp. er tracks could pass on
. My friend loves this,,,,,.
. His new girl w~@

O\fl

record

.· as

th;;()~\!~ @

I've given this record an amp
ties to sway me. but. alas, · ·
1ust doesn't mesh
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happens in this crazy world we call, 'Re~ieV\lfog ·• from whence there was none.This is a fine cd for your
Records". It just comes down to that downright d~dc
purchase, or perhaps another disc of the 7" size. Like
cratic value, personal taste. I like Helmet, whiC:f\\fm
the one on Goldenrod sheesh, if they have any of
eminded of I hate Tool, which I'm also reminded of
THOSE left. That's one to have.
aybe some Big Black. if Steve Albini wasn•(fu~~ .a
P.S. Did you know that Supernova is the only AmRep
· . There you go. So, if you like plugged-in, d£iiliryg;
band that says NICE behind the logo not NOISE.
get the picture, you just might like Quii\'iatne .:. Check it out, man.Throw that around and impress your
icana. I know I don't. (xopher)
.&friends. (kendra)

i~~1-:::::.

IU-Ease
U:ve at the Gate
Srnil~ Records

l~i~~ilvery

once in a while to receive something for
:fl:§\i!'that sets itself apart immediately when you first
b~it. At first it was like watching a drunk stumble
................... a sidewalk and wondering what he's gonna cut
ead on when he goes down. I wondered where
,
.•
as going. Ill-Ease is an appropriate name for this
'projeq!:,This full length CD of Elizabeth Sharp recordirigs.)~~~ Ill-Ease) is an interesting blend of a veritable
:pp\~rri of sounds that she has put together using at
e different instruments. There is no doubt that
is very musically inclined and has a great voice
She basically has gone into a room by herself
down track after track of herself playing, and
ut with a great record. Her creative use of
s5ombined with odd-time rhythms and stingri'tj; makes for a mesmerizing and intriguing
· ·rney. Live at the Gate is a great CD for the
t busted for driving under the infiuence
·

.. . .. w

w. )

Introducing the first r .....
the phenomenal fout'p! .
started rolling not too long '
with a variety of tempos and ·.
"dumb irish poet"), then you'll
song 7" starts out with a really
track entitled, "falling out" and
down about five notches for t
song about stuff like "tears that
B-side brings up the energy a
tracks that are reminiscent d P
song, "better part of the year", a
that slowly builds itself up and
This is a good 7" and a solid
(stabler)

SPATULA
Despina By Land
Squealer Records
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AN SFS UPDATE:

to knows where he's from, they can only speculate. My guess has
always been the deep South, a ghetto in some small town, or
maybe the East side of where I'm from . He might be white, or
maybe a touch of spic , like me . Either way, the rednecks would
called him "nigger", no matter what they thought. Because he listened to rap music and where I'm from , that makes you a "nigger".There is no question about what kind of music "The HorseFaced Boy" listens to. Anyone walking on the drag across from
the college knew. If he wasn't assaulting the crowds with his
boom box, he was spo uting off his little gangsterizms and "guns
and hoes" rhymes, juvenile and offensive in every way. I'm not
sure what I appreciate more.The boom box is an assault weapon
I have come to admire. Nothing seems to rattle a crowd of stuffy
suits and politically correcter-than-t hou grad students more than
profanity at high distorted decibels. I used to love walking about
thirty fee t behind him so I could hear everyone express their discontent. "Damn you, Horse-Faced Kid!"

"HE's S11tt ONE OF Goo's
CHllDREN, Y'KNOW..."
Tkt Sl'i'Jltt{t Kit tM A'i{tiM
~ jA...tt WAl"t
Yes, "the SI ugliest Kid in Austin" (sfs issue# 1.4). SI ugly is Salt for
Slug's term "most overused". You know, the word that burrows
itself into your vocabulary and refuses to unlatch it's tentacles,
finding ways to work itself into at least one of every twenty sentences coming from your mouth . Sometimes one word is not
enough and you create whole phrases and sometimes, even
whole personae.

Even more disruption was caused by his public freestyle forums .
Never have I heard more ironically gut-busting material. Y'know,
Where I'm from, the joke always seems to be about rednecks;
I'm laughing but it's really not funny. At first I frowned heavily
because everywhere you go, there seems to be a redneck setting
upon this opening into his world. But, offended as I originally was,
himself up for the joke.And to them, we're doing the same. So, it
I began to give 'The Horse-Faced Boy" his props . Because he
becomes a cycle of mockery which we are all more than happy
doesn't whisper. As a matter of fact, he doesn't care. He doesn't
to be a part of. One time, a passing car full of college educated
want to impress anyone , nor does he want to repel anyone. He's
rednecks, yelled "NIGGER" really loudly at me.That's how brainjust being the Horse-Faced Kid, rocking rhymes about hustling
less they, as a collective, are. Between the five or six of them, they
and keeping his Burger King uniform looking fresh . And no one
couldn't figure out my ethnicity. I immediately yelled back, 'TM A
except for S.F.S. and I can respect the beauty of 'The HorseSPIC", and continued on my way.
· Faced Boy" and his outstanding and undeniable individuality in
this world of clones. This is why he's the slugliest person in my
Anyway, 'slugly' is a term which describes everything; good, bad,
town.
very good, very bad, very, VERY bad, and on and on. It's like a gray
scale - everything is a different shade of slugly. For example, one
of the originators of this term is in fact 'The Slugliest Ever"
according to his peers. This, they assured me , is a crown to be
worn with the utmost pride. And proud of it he seemed.
Contrary to the pride, however, is the humility of the 'slugly'.
Public transit was 'slugly' at best, and some homeless route riders
who rode for entertainment and relief from boredom and had no
teeth or sense of their own odor were even 'sluglier'.
One night, a local bar was celebrating its two year anniversary
with free Mex food and beer. Everyone was drinking free beer
and eating brisket and no one was paying any attention to the fact
that there was an empty kiddie pool sitting in the corner. When
the food had been devoured, digested, and in some cases regurgitated, some grossly inflated muscle men bouncers sauntered
over to the kiddie pool, each carrying huge tubs of jiggling red
jello. Sensing a scene from a bad frathouse movie in the making,
the slug-sayers prepared for the worst; expecting big Texas
blondes in little California bikinis to come out and wrestle with
drunken rowdy patrons. But, alas, the drunken rowdy patrons
themselves decided to duke it out with each other in Cosby's
favorite snack. It ended up being a bunch of pot-smoking, liberal
minded college girls who wouldn't take their clothes off. They
assured me that this was not a very pretty sight; drunken hefty
college girls getting body slammed in the little red-filled pool. I've
seen the photos they took, and I agree: This was extremely slugly.

~

BUT, "The Horse-Faced Boy" (first SFS appearance in Ben
Britton's epic, "The Disgruntled Rider"from issue #1.3) was,
hands down, "The Slugliest Kid in Town". Everyone knows The
Horse-Faced Boy. Not on a personal level, but on a mythical one.
Everyone probably had their own name for him as well, just like
the Yeti is known as Sasquatch and the Abominable Snowman.
"The Horse-Faced Boy" is an enigma to us all. No one I've talked

8A-tt /c1.,

8tu.<)-~
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My Old Friend Burt.
They started talking about the weapons involved. "Niiiiiice," he sneered. I
love knives. He was rubbing his hands together and salivating. I could tell he
was a little weird. It was my first day in Austin. I had just mailed in a bunch
of student credit card applications and opened three checking
accounts. I felt like I compromised my integrity looking this guy up in the
first place. So here he was. trying to do all my drugs and give me a job doing
his dirty work. But I had a different plan. I used his resources to aide my
agenda. We were getting high in his car. and before you know it I
was in production with every top of the line tool of my trade,
abusing the forgiveness of the fine machinery, learning to use
others. A month later I was working two jobs. non-stop and
bored. My boss started trying to tell me that I couldn't use
his tools on the side. so I quit. And now I got the credit
cards and three checking accounts. I am going to buy a new
truck. a bunch of stereos and computers. appliances. construction material. an assortment of weapons and ammunition. solar panels. a tractor and anything else I can get my
hands on before I skip town. It was nice knowing ya, if you
ever get to New Mexico. drop me a line.
Signed,
Chud Liliput

- /'// be colling -be
Dear Burt Cocaine,
I was appalled to see that the shoddy publication
you write for has now sunken to such depths as to promote
The jerry Springer Show. That show is some of the worst
garbage that our society is capable of conceiving and somehow some of your smart-ass buddies from the local underground video store deem it entertaining. The fact that the
trash is available for rental is bad enough. I have petitioned for
a ban. and plan to personally boycott Salt for Slugs forever. The other
day when I saw you at the taco shop, I wanted to tackle you in the parking
lot and smash your burrito in your face . The next time. I will. and the hot
sauce will sting your bloodshot eyes. you drunk.
Anonymous

- Didn't anyone ever teach you that hostility will get you no where? -be
Dear Burt.
Hey, guru. I say guru. 'cuz I base my life on your teachings. your
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actions, and the way you take shits on your neighbors' yards.You're the king
of swing, and I'm ready to receive your enlightenment. Oh Great Burt can
you answer these questions:
I . Can vegans have oral sex?
2. If pot was legal, would we all still get paranoid? If so, paranoid of what?
3. How could a midget like Bushwick Bill be so short, yet stand so tall?
4. How in the hell do those Phish members live with themselves)
5. Midget-cramming or horse-fucking, which is the better way to go?
Awaiting your wise wordz.
Bill Z.

-answers: I) only i( they pour tahini dressing on their genitals first
2) At flrstpeople would still be paranoid of the cops, but soon
enough, a lot of cops would get paranoid and increase their already
staggering amount of time spent in local donut shops, where the
kind bud would sell (or like $ I 0 an eighth, then everyone would
chill out 3) Ask Mr. Rourke, my friend. 4) Top she/( margaritas, probably 5) I recendy saw Midget Goes Hawaiian. courtesy Jamie
Ward, and I would have to go with gidget -be
Dear Burt,
I really need someone to talk to about this problem that I
have. I've been to many doctors in my area of Kansas City, but
no one can solve my horrid situation. You see, I have a three
pound goiter on the back of my neck, and I get teased all day
at school. They call me names like knapsack neck and tit back.
and I am sick of it. This kid Freddy, that sits behind me, stabbed
his pencil into it and it stung really bad, the principal had to
remove it with pliers. I tried to grow my hair long in the back
to cover it, and still trim the sides and back. but the lump is scary.
I often think of people like Kip Kinkle, and other kids who had
enough and got tough. but I couldn't kill anyone. I am thinking of
worshiping Satan though. to gain powers, because my regular life
sucks so bad but I wanted to tum to you first. Ever since I started reading Salt for Slugs and saw your column, I knew you would understand.
Please write back and tell me what I should do.
Helpless in the Mid West

I once watched a kid with strange growths behind his ears drain them. He took
scotch tape and taped his ears forward and while looking in the mirror. he
lanced the festering lumps o( puss which ran down the side o( his neck in milky
yellow red streams. The thing you want to avoid is infection. Luckily, the kid with
the ear problem always sterilized everything properly before cutting. -be

Dear Burt Cocaine,
I'm writing to find out what it is that makes the world tum.
Everyday, I'm out in public watching people drive by in their new cars
with cellular phones and I want to know where the money comes from.
I'm working a full-time job where I make okay money, but I just can't
seem to ever have enough to really live large. I know everyone isn't a
drug dealer as you have professed in the past, and I thought you might
have some real answers for me.
Sincerely,
Frankie Watson

Frankie, I understand your concern. As for the public, there are a lot of people who /ease new cars and live on credit and there a lot of people like you
with no money and a /ot of bills ... there are drug dealers. kids with rich grandmas, salesmen with company rides, chicks with sexual currency, college coeds with (ree cars from dad... the list is endless. -be
Burt Cowcaine:
Let's get serious Burt ol' boy. I see no problem with having the
toxic waste in West Texas. Grow upl!' All of the waste materials are
securely sealed in underground tanks. And even if some leaked out into
the water. it is really no big deal. Haven't you ever heard of dilution??!llet's
all get with the program and support nuclear storage (some cal l it
"dumping", how naive!) in our wasteland in west Texas.
In service,
Patti Pantex

I'm not even going to humor you with a response. -be
Dear Burt Cocaine,
You think you are so cool what with your name being so similar the
spokesman of our generation: Kurt Cobain. I hope you die just like him.
you are giving human beings a bad rap just by your slimey existence. I've
already given you more words than you deserve, fuck off.
sally o'donnell
boston, ma

Thanks for those lost two words, Solly. I believe the correct term is
"spokesmode/." -be
Yo Burt,
Dudel You rock! Yer ass is so funny any witty. Those comebacks you
have for all the jerk-offs that write in and dis you crack my ass up. Keep
up the good work. And keep waving the freak flag high. By the way, could
you send me some of that Colombian Gold. I hear you Texans can get
it real cheap. Enclosed is my address. If you are truly the Master ofYour
Domain, you will not let me down. As for the rest of you Slug fucks,
damn, you zine makes the others look like kindergardeners with finger
paint. I can't wait until you go all glossy and shit. That would be the
bomb and I ain't kidding, man. That Llama, man, I don't even know what
to make of that shit and Fire girl. Oh, fuck.And let's not forget the Vanilla
Ice issue and that dude of yours tripping with Karma To Bum. I am proud
to say that you are one of the few publications I read that lives up to it's
slogan.
john Sebastian
Providence, RI

My ass 1s funny john. I'm glad you notJced that while you were kissing it I
don't smoke a lot of that Columbian. /t makes me hove visions, and you
know what that could do to a young man like mysel( I might become
enlightened and stop writJng these stupid ass responses to stupid letters like
the one you wrote. -be
Dear bertram,
Sometimes I wonder what the world would be like if people like you
didn't exist. It is those times that I find myself massaging my privates.
Please don't subject us anymore to your alcoholic sermons on the
importance of debauchery in modern high society -anonymous

THESE ARE 100% ARABICA BEANS
FROM NICARAG UA, GROWN USING
TRADITIONAL PRODUCTION METHODS.
IN THE SHADE OF A 605QUE HUMEOO
TROPICAL OR TROPICAL RAIN FOREST.
SHADE BENEFITS THE ENVlRONMENT
AND THE PEOPLE WHO WORX. THE COFFEE PLANTATIONS AND PRODUCES A
RICH. SATISFYING COFFEE. 5% OF OUR
PROFITS ARE USED TO SUPPORT
CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE MAYA. FUNDS FROM
THE SALE OF iHIS PRODUCT WILL BE
USED FOR THE PUBLICATION OF AN
EDUCATIONAL BOOK. "MANOS DE
MUJER." DISTRIBUTED TO THE MAYA IN
THE HIGHLANDS OF GUATEMALA.
PLEASE LOOK ON THE BACK OF iHIS
CARD FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
HOW YOU CAN HELP.
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